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Abstract

Mental health and well-being are closely interwoven with the perception a person has

about themselves and their body, the so-called ”Body Image”. Traditional media has

negatively influenced society’s idealised body image for decades by constantly pro-

moting unattainable body and beauty standards, especially for women. In recent years,

the rise of social media, in the form of Social Networking Sites (SNS) has taken its

toll on the general body image once again. Instead of recognizing and celebrating the

variety of human bodies, social media platforms like Instagram became a hot spot for

the promotion of body trends only achievable through body modification in the form

of photographic editing or plastic surgery, also known as the ”Instagram Body”.

Due to the increasing popularity of social media applications, an intervention ad-

dressing the problematic aspects of social media is necessary to reduce its negative

impact on body image and mental health. Therefore, in this thesis a qualitative eval-

uation in the form of interviews with Instagram users was conducted to deepen the

understanding of what type of content is perceived as harmful, and to investigate other

aspects of social media that contribute to its negative impact.

The results indicated that particularly authentic and realistic content helps users to

reduce negative self-perception and improve body image. Mixed results were found for

the perception of fitness content. Participants indicated to follow fitness influencers for

motivational purposes, but also stated that they do not apply exercise suggestions and

instead perceive a feeling of pressure and insufficiency while seeing fitness content.

Based on these findings design suggestions for Instagram in the form of a clickable

prototype were proposed to address the identified pain points. The results of a final user

evaluation indicate that the design suggestions might be fruitful for the counteracting

of the negative impact on body image caused by social media.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

One technological achievement in recent years that has enormously shaped our daily

lives and the way we communicate is the rise of social media in the form of social

networking sites, short SNS [26]. Boyd [26] defines SNS as networks that emerge

and grow through the construction of user profiles. Users of a SNS create profiles by

entering personal information, like name, interests and a profile picture, which then can

either be seen publicly or by other users. Through the connection with other people

registered on the platform users establish a network, that also includes access to the

network of their connections. This interwoven system allows users to connect with

people they might have never met in real social settings [26]. Besides the ability to

connect people from all over the world, social media platforms also hold an extensive

amount of information and data about their users. They live and grow using the content

users create and share with others, to consume and interact with [60].

Social media has become an indispensable part of many of our lives. According

to a study conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2021 72% of all Americans in

the United States indicate that they use social media [4]. Whereas in 2005 only 7%

reported to use such applications, highlighting the rapid growth in their usage and

influence [74]. In particular, younger adults between the age of 18 to 29 are highly

dependent on social media, demonstrated by the fact that 81% indicate that they use

social media applications in general, but with an emphasis on platforms like Instagram

[50] with 76% and Snapchat[35] with 75% [4].

Image sharing platforms like Instagram quickly became the new medium for com-

mercial marketing to promote a variety of products from home decor, fashion and

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

beauty to fitness and workout plans [51]. The conquering of social media for marketing

purposes also increased the display and promotion of marketable bodies. Traditional

media, such as magazines and television, have long propagated a body ideal that is

unattainable for most adults, resulting in an increasing rate of personal body dissatis-

faction, especially among women [90]. The space in which this promotion takes place

has now mainly shifted to a different medium: Social Media.

This exclusive presentation of a very small sample of bodies (who are considered

beautiful by society standards) is worrisome due to causing a lack of representation

of bodies the majority of people can identify with. But what is even more troubling

is that the increasing promotion of bodies which have been altered (either through

digital modifications or surgical procedures) has taken the general perception of beauty

even further away from what the average body looks like. The alteration of bodies

with editing software like Photoshop [76] for marketing and aesthetic purposes has

long been a common practice in the general media, especially in fashion and beauty

magazines [59]. Magazines started to alter the bodies of their models to an almost

unrecognizable state fueling the promotion of highly unrealistic bodies, under the cover

of the general assumption that photography represents something real [59]. Another

body modification phenomenon which has emerged in recent years with the increase

of SNS platforms - as well as advances in machine learning and image recognition - is

the use of filters to change a user’s appearance. In particular, Snapchat [35] was one of

the first SNS platforms that introduced the feature of putting live filters on a user’s face

while they look at themselves through the front camera, thus modifying or distorting

their appearance [15]. Unrealistic beauty ideals are not only promoted through the

manipulation of images, but also through the manipulation of bodies through plastic

surgery [67]. According to the American Society of Plastic Surgeons, the number of

cosmetic procedures conducted in the United States has increased from 10.2 million

procedures in 2005, to 17.7 million in 2018, highlighting a growing interest in body

modification [72].

Increasing SNS usage combined with the promotion of bodies altered in various

ways to match the current beauty ideal of the western world is worrying, not least

because studies have been able to identify a correlation between social media usage

and body dissatisfaction and even body image disturbance [80, 44, 94, 92].

Body image is a term used in psychology and other related fields to describe how

a person perceives their own body shape and appearance and also discusses the poten-

tial impacts on emotions and mental health [83]. How a person perceives their body
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and how satisfied someone is with this perception can have a huge influence on men-

tal well-being. Distorted body perception can lead to body image concerns, such as

body dysmorphia [83]. In addition, research has shown that body dissatisfaction can

also increase the risk of developing an eating disorder [96], as well as being positively

correlated with depression, by showing that individuals with a negative body image

were significantly more likely to report symptoms of depression [71]. Body dissatis-

faction is a phenomenon which occurs in all genders. However, studies have shown

that women are more concerned with their body image in general and are more likely

than men to experience connected psychological effects [2].

Although, the representation of altered and unrealistic bodies in the media is not

limited to one gender, the objectification of the female body has long been an issue

causing mental struggles among women, such as anxiety and low self esteem [37].

The objectification theory introduced by Frederickson and Roberts in 1997 [37] high-

lights the ongoing problem of reducing women simply to their physical appearance

and defining their value based on their looks. Closely connected to the objectification

theory is the concept of the ”male gaze” [66]. The male gaze describes the presenta-

tion of women in film and media with focus on their body and appearance to appeal

to the male observer, disconnecting it from the actual person the body belongs to and

reducing the purpose of its existence solely for male pleasure [66]. The vast majority

of market-dominating social media applications like Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat

or Tinder have been founded by men [50, 30, 35, 49] and were reportedly developed to

allow men to consume and rate women’s pictures and appearance [73]. Nowadays, the

internet provides an almost unlimited amount of pictures of women’s bodies, further

fueling their sexualisation and objectification [73]. According to Oliver, [73] the easy

access to imagery of female bodies through the rise of the internet and social media is a

”fertile breeding ground for the male gaze”. Furthermore, advanced photo editing soft-

ware like ”Photoshop” [76] allows even amateur users to alter images (and especially

female body imagery) according to their own preferences with very realistic outcomes

[73]. This might result in a distortion of what bodies really look like and elevates the

beauty standard to an unattainable but still expected level.

Taking this development into consideration, as well as the fact that the general me-

dia sector is still dominantly controlled by men, [46] the essential need to include a

more diverse perspective into the development and management of the media sector

to tailor it towards the needs of all user groups becomes obvious. This need for so

called ”pluralism” is described in Bardzells paper covering the importance of a fem-
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inist HCI perspective during the development of technological applications [6]. Not

only do modern technological innovations miss the consideration of a female point of

view, resulting in the neglect of female needs and preferences, but they also show a

lack of consideration of other user groups besides white men. Pluralism as described

by Bardzell aims to step away from the idea of one universal user that every appli-

cation needs to be tailored to, and instead seeks to recognize the existing differences

among a variety of users and incorporate their needs and expectations [6]. Social me-

dia applications like Instagram were clearly developed with and are still focused on

one universal user type in mind, predominantly satisfying the needs and interest of

white men, even though nowadays social media applications are used world wide with

an equal distribution between male and female users [58].

Considering the constantly increasing usage of social media, its negative impact

on body image and the implications of body image on mental health, the importance

of adjusting these applications towards the needs of their actual users to improve the

overall experience and reduce harmful characteristics as much as possible becomes

indispensable.

1.2 Aim

The aim of this project is to accumulate a better understanding of social media us-

age and the influence which different types of content have on a user’s perception

of themselves and their body. As yet, the dominating research method to evaluate

the influence of social media on body image has been quantitative research (e.g.,

[97, 105, 94, 92, 93]). Therefore, this project aims to fill the gap for qualitative re-

search and collate insights from the user’s point of view by conducting user interviews.

To demonstrate how to practically apply the presented findings in a social media set-

ting, design opportunities were identified and suggestions for improvement of SNS

were developed that it is hoped will improve the general social media experience by

counteracting the harmful impact these applications have on a person’s body image.

This project primarily focused its evaluation and design suggestions on the social

media platform Instagram [50]. Instagram is a widely used application [27] that has

been addressed in a variety of studies and therefore offers an extensive body of research

(e.g., [93, 13, 97]. The image sharing characteristics of Instagram and its high focus

on appearance make it an ideal candidate for this evaluation.
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1.2.1 Research Questions and Hypothesis

As already stated in my IPP [98] the following four research questions have been de-

veloped under consideration of existing literature and recent scientific discoveries and

were taken verbatim from the report:

• RQ1: What influence does social media have on a person’s body image?

• RQ2: Which content has which influence? What content has a positive impact

and what content has a negative impact?

• RQ3: How do users perceive these kinds of content and how do they make them

feel?

• RQ4: How can we intervene to counteract negative social media influences on

body image and foster a positive impact on body satisfaction?

Based on existing literature, the following two components of social media (particu-

larly Instagram) are hypothesised to be potentially harmful for body image perception:

1.2.1.1 Inappropriate recommendations

Recommendations, either on the main feed or the discovery page of Instagram, could

show the user content that they are actively trying to avoid. The new Instagram fea-

ture of showing a variety of recommendations on the main feed instead of just on the

discovery page minimizes the efficiency with which users can filter their main feed to

avoid content that potentially triggers negative body image emotions. Instagram does

not allow the user to blend out certain content right away. The user is only able to cus-

tomize their recommendations by either liking the post or actively marking the content

as ”uncomfortable”, making a prior exposure to disliked content a requirement.

1.2.1.2 Harming body positivity content

As further discussed in chapter 2 seeing body positive content can help users to de-

velop a better body image and reduce negative emotions caused by the pressure to

look a certain, often unreachable, way. However, body positive content is not ex-

empt from society’s pressure to look as perfect as possible. Images that are promoted

and marked as body positive have often still been edited to make the presented body
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more acceptable by society’s standards, such as making a stomach appear smaller or

smoothing out uneven skin. These images might be particularly harmful for users who

actively seek body positive content to escape the constant presentation of unrealistic

bodies. Implying to the viewers that the insecurities they might have, like uneven skin,

do not even have a place in a movement claiming to accept all bodies and therefore

fueling the idea that body acceptance only includes body features marked as desirable

by society standards.

To identify if these aspects really cause negative emotions and are seen as problematic

from a user’s perspective, 15 semi-structured interviews were conducted. It is impor-

tant to note that the interviews were not limited to the harmful aspects stated above,

but were highly flexible and adjusted to what the participant decides to disclose. The

interviews helped to address the problematic assumption of a universal user during the

prototype design and offered an in depth way to understand how users perceive the

influence of social media and what they experience as problematic and dangerous to-

wards their own body image and the body image of others. Based on findings of related

studies, as well as the outcome of the user interviews, a prototype was developed that

offers design suggestions for existing platforms like Instagram to make users aware of

the potential harm of certain kinds of content, as well as provoking critical thinking

about the accounts they follow without patronizing the users by directing them on who

to follow and who to not. It is hoped that these design suggestions will reduce the

negative implications social media has on body image and mental health and make the

overall user experience more inclusive and supportive.

1.3 Overview

In chapter 1 the project aims and the motivation will be introduced. Chapter 2 will give

a overview of relevant literature, as well as applied theories and the current develop-

ments in the field of social media and body image. Afterwards, in chapter 3 the user

research, including the design of the user interviews as well as the analysis approach,

will be explained and findings of the study will be discussed. Based on these findings

the prototype development will be explained and the design decisions will be justified

in chapter 4. Finally, chapter 5 will provide an overall discussion of the project, includ-

ing an evaluation of the prototype in a small user testing setting, as well as limitations

and suggestions for future work.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Social Comparison

2.1.1 Theory

Many issues caused by social media can be traced back to the concept of social com-

parison [32]. Social comparison describes the human need to compare ourselves to our

peers or other social contacts to gather information or evaluate our environment [99].

Social comparison can be divided into three different directions: Upwards, lateral and

downwards [87]. The direction of the comparison is considered in relation to how a

person sees themselves and how they perceive the person they compare themselves

to. Upwards comparison is directed towards people seen as superior in the space the

comparison is happening, for example appearance. A comparison is lateral if the other

person is perceived as equal. Downwards comparison is directed towards people who

are seen as inferior [89]. Upwards comparison is generally associated with negative

effects for the observer, due to feelings of jealousy and frustration. On the other hand,

downwards comparison is assumed to positively effect the observer’s well-being by

feeling grateful for the better situation they are in [3]. However, research has also

shown that not only the comparison direction, but also the intrinsic factors of a per-

son determine the effect of the comparison. Factors like self-esteem can influence the

impact of different directions of comparison, resulting in upwards comparison to be

inspirational and motivating and downwards comparison to be frightening by demon-

strating potential failures and consequences [3].

7
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2.1.2 Social Comparison online

Due to the nature of social media usage to predominately upload the best and the most

flattering image of oneself instead of a real snapshot of their life, many comparisons

evoked by social media posts tend to be directed upwards [99]. Furthermore, follow-

ing celebrities is a significant part of social media culture. Following the emergence

of social media, the influence and intensity of para-social interaction increased [14].

Para-social interaction describes the social phenomenon of a one-sided relationship

with either a fictional or a media character that is not aware of the other person’s ex-

istence [41]. Depending on how much a media figure decides to disclose online or

how much information is available, social media allows users to get insights into their

idol’s private life, which can result in the forming of strong attachments up to the level

of celebrity worship [14, 65]. Most highly successful celebrities are a prime exam-

ple of the unattainable concept of beauty in today’s society. Especially on Instagram,

many of the most-followed accounts are celebrities like Taylor Swift or Kylie Jenner

who set the standard for either a very slim or an unnaturally curvy body shape [14],

resulting in an upwards comparison towards an unreachable goal. Additionally, re-

search has revealed that celebrity worship has a moderating effect and increases body

dissatisfaction one feels after seeing celebrity images [12].

Additionally, most images uploaded on social media, especially those with a com-

mercial focus, include some from of modification, either due to the use of filters or

through manipulation with editing software [59]. Photographs have long been consid-

ered to be a more authentic and realistic medium compared to paintings for example,

because of photography’s nature to capture real moments. However, due to the rise of

photo manipulation software this can no longer be assumed. [59].

This lack of awareness in combination with the increasing use of editing software

to manipulate body shape and appearance is likely to lead to unrealistic expectations of

what real bodies look like. A study conducted by Kleemans, Daalmans, Carbaat and

Anschütz [62] not only showed that the exposure to manipulated images compared

to non-edited images from peers significantly reduced body satisfaction in adolescent

girls, but also that the participating girls did not realize that the bodies shown in the

edited photos were reshaped. Instead, the photos were considered realistic and were

rated more positively than the unedited control images.

This perception is worrisome, because it makes social media the ideal breeding

ground for the development of unrealistic beauty ideals and body image concerns.
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2.2 Social Media Trends

2.2.1 Thinspiration

As mentioned in chapter 1 the praise for extremely slim and toned bodies through

traditional media has quickly spilled over into social media, inducing the emergence of

two highly body-focused trends: Thinspiration and Fitspiration. As the name indicates,

Thinspiration comprises images that promote a very slim body type, aiming to inspire

people (predominately women) to lose body fat and settle at a weight usually below

the average, which is often be found on websites glorifying disordered eating [40, 94].

These types of images also tend to present bodies in a very sexualised way [40] feeding

into the objectification of the female body [37].

The negative implications which the consumption of media content portraying very

thin bodies can have on a person’s body image and appearance satisfaction has been

shown in a variety of studies (e.g., [105, 48, 92]). A study conducted by Wyssen et al.

[105] has found that exposure to media portraying thin ideal imagery increased body-

related cognitive distortions, such as the internalization of the thin ideal as well as an

altered body perception, within female participants. However, the study also showed

that these effects are only evoked by the exposure to images of thin bodies, but not by

the consumption of general media. The same effect has also been shown in a study

by Tiggemann, Anderberg and Brown [92]. In contrast to participants who have been

exposed to thin images on Instagram, participants who were shown images of average

sized bodies did not show greater body dissatisfaction or lower body appreciation.

Furthermore, an analysis by Ghaznavi and Taylor [40] on thinspiration imagery

found on different social media platforms discussed the effect that high exposure to

content portraying and glorifying extremely slim bodies leads to assumptions by users

that these body types represent the norm and are more common than they are. These

findings indicate that it is not media consumption in general that is harmful towards

body image and body satisfaction, but that negative implications are mainly caused by

the exposure to specific body-related content.

2.2.2 Fitspiration

Another trend promoting the need to change your body and appearance is “Fitspira-

tion”. Fitspiration is a collective term for social media imagery that promotes exercise

and diet content with a focus on fit and toned bodies. The trend is justified by posts
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claiming to be motivating and inspiring for the consumer [94]. Fitspiration is portrayed

to be the healthier version of thinspiration, by allegedly focusing on physical fitness

and health, instead of promoting a strive to be as thin as possible. However, most fit-

ness content, which can be found predominately on Instagram, still displays very thin,

but also toned body types, which are unattainable for the vast majority of consumers

[94]. The continuing focus on appearance of the fitspiration trend and the exclusion

of differing body types conveys the impression that health only comes in one size and

that only thin and toned bodies are healthy [94]. This focus on appearance is likely to

encourage the user to set their goal as exercising to look good according to society’s

standards, rather than exercising to improve their health and well-being. Unfortu-

nately, exercising with the goal to change your physical appearance has been found

to be correlated to increased body dissatisfaction and lowered self-esteem. While on

the other hand, exercising with the aim to improve physical and mental health and pri-

oritise enjoyment of physical activity, has been shown to be connected to higher body

satisfaction and self-esteem [88].

While the aim to increase one’s fitness and health out of intrinsic motivation can

have positive implications on body satisfaction, this positive effect can not be found

in exposure to fitness content. Studies have revealed that exposure to fitspiration im-

ages increased participants body dissatisfaction, not only for women but also for men

[94, 91]. Furthermore, research conducted by Robinson et al. [78] has shown that

the exposure to photos portraying an athletic ideal that combines a slim but also toned

physique, results in even higher body dissatisfaction than the exposure to thin ideal

imagery. Robinson argues that this negative influence is evoked by the misleading

message enclosed with these photos that with enough determination and endurance

everyone can obtain this physique [78]. Not only do fitspiration images increase body

dissatisfaction, research has also showed that seeing this type of content has no influ-

ence on actual exercise behaviour [78], therefore, nullifying its claim to be inspirational

and motivational and instead emphasizing the hidden harm it can cause.

2.2.3 Body Positivity Movement

Another fairly new social media trend that tries to offer an antidote to the previously

described trends of thinspiration and fitspiration and their negative implications is the

”body positivity” trend [25]. What we know today as body positivity has its origin in

the emerge of the fat liberation movement in the United States [25, 8]. The movement
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demands the acceptance of marginalized body types and to abandon the perception

that only a slim body can be healthy and beautiful and therefore worthy of respect and

fair treatment [36]. Nowadays, the body positivity movement has shifted to a wider

audience and is now widely seen as a body love and acceptance trend, no matter of the

body shape and size. This has led to the inclusion of body shapes that fall into society’s

beauty ideals [36, 81].

The new aim of the body positivity movement focuses on normalizing ”normal”

human features like cellulite, body hair, acne and other ”imperfections” that have long

been considered a taboo within society, especially for women [25]. On the one hand,

this movement provides a safe space for all types of body insecurities, and recognizes

the fact that almost everyone experiences self-consciousness about their body. On the

other hand, it is has been argued that this shift has only resulted in putting normal sized

bodies, who are slightly bigger than the prevailing body portrayed in the media, into

the focus of attention and continues to exclude bigger and marginalized bodies once

more [81]. In particular, the recent involvement of companies seeking to profit from

this emerging trend by using it for marketing purposes has further fueled a refocusing

of the trend to more marketable and less diverse bodies, again feeding into the western

beauty ideal [25].

Furthermore, the focus on body appreciation and body love inevitably puts a per-

son’s appearance in the center of attention. Body positive influencers are not immune

to societal standards and expectations for women to be as attractive as possible in order

to be valuable [37, 25]. This can result in the promotion of strongly edited body posi-

tive imagery, or with the model posing in hypersexualised positions to prove that even

for example ”fat” bodies can be attractive. However, this strive to be considered desir-

able only feeds into the objectification of the female body and the assumption that it

merely exists for male consumption and pleasure [37, 73]. Studies have demonstrated

that the exposure to sexualized as well as normal body positivity photos increased the

viewer’s self-objectification [97, 18].

Despite the increasing criticism the body positivity trend currently faces, the posi-

tive impact that these types of images bring its consumers can not be ignored. Several

studies have shown that body positive content can have a positive impact on body im-

age and overall body satisfaction [18, 104, 87]. Cohen et al. [18] were able to show

that a brief exposure to body positive content increased the participants’ body satisfac-

tion and appreciation, as well as having a positive impact on their mood. Furthermore,

Williamson and Karazsia [104] found that the exposure to images of models who do
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not represent the current society standard of thinness improved the participant’s overall

body appreciation. Another study conducted by Stevens and Griffiths [87] found that

students who reported seeing more body positivity content during their social media

usage scored higher on body satisfaction and experienced better emotional well-being.

These findings highlight the importance of body positive content in the fight against

unrealistic beauty ideals portrayed in the media and its potential to reduce the harm

social media causes to users’ body image.

Another trend in the area of body appreciation has emerged over the last few years:

”Body neutrality”. Body neutrality attempts to shift the focus from the actual appear-

ance of a body to its abilities [102]. This shift is aimed to counteract the acquisition of

body positivity for marketing purposes and remind people that a body does not need to

be considered beautiful for it to be valid and appreciated. Body neutrality also advo-

cates that it is ok to not love every inch of your body every single day, and instead to

recognize what your body allows you to do every day and appreciate its abilities [102].

This shift to a neutral position towards appearance and a focus on functionality also

addresses the problematic oversexualisation and objectification of the female body. As

discussed by Cohen, Newton-John and Slater [20] body neutrality offers a promising

perspective for the future of body acceptance. However, in the current climate, which

still places a high value on a person’s appearance, the presentation of all kinds of bod-

ies as beautiful and worthy of love and respect, as promoted by the body positivity

trend, remains an important weapon against unrealistic media images and the body

dissatisfaction they entail.

2.3 Existing Applications

2.3.1 Social Media Applications

As of 2021, the 7 most used SNS are Facebook [30], Whatsapp [103], Youtube [106],

Instagram [50], Facebook Messenger [31], WeChat [101] and TikTok [86]. This project

focused primarily on the impact of SNS whose main feature involves the broadcast-

ing of visual content to a wide or selected range of other users, such as Facebook,

Youtube, Instagram and TikTok. Although, messenger services like Whatsapp and

Facebook Messenger also allow users to share images and videos, the focus of these

platforms lies in its communication and messaging function. Research has shown that

especially the engagement and consumption of visual content, such as images, is con-
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nected to body-related concerns like thin-ideal internalization, but not to general SNS

usage [19]. As already stated, this project mainly focused on the evaluation and im-

provement of the social media application Instagram [50]. Instagram was launched in

2010 by its founders Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger with the aim to offer a platform

that allows users to easily upload and share photographs [29]. The development of

Instagram filled the gap for a platform that connected the social component of existing

platforms like Facebook [30] with a focus on image sharing attributes, which was miss-

ing in the social media landscape at that time. Instagram quickly became one of the

most used social media applications worldwide, with an astonishing one billion users

in 2018 [29]. With the increasing popularity of Instagram, more and more celebrities

joined the platform, resulting in a change of the way fans were able to interact with

their idols [29, 14].

However, Instagram’s primal component of simple photo sharing quickly resulted

in a focus on appearance and generating likes by looking as good as possible in the

uploaded pictures, making the platform all about comparison and self-objectification

[28].

2.3.2 Body Image Support Applications

Successful Instagram alternatives that address the problematic impact of the promotion

of an unattainable beauty ideal and focus on a more diverse and inclusive experience

are difficult to find. In her paper regarding the emergence of body positivity websites,

Sastre [81] reviews several platforms that surfaced in response to the rise of body pos-

itivity. One of these platforms, ”My Body Gallery” [38], encourages women to upload

images of their body and indicate their height, weight and clothing size. The aim of

the website is to show ”what real women look like” [38] by uploading authentic and

unedited images of themselves and to help other women to gain a better understanding

of their own proportions and appearance. Users have the option to insert their own

measurements and receive results of similar body types. Although, the lack of editing

and the display of a wide variety of body shapes generates a more inclusive atmo-

sphere, the heavy focus on body comparison is likely to induce social comparison [32]

and increase self-objectification [37]. Therefore, the true value and benefit websites

like My Body Gallery offer its users in regard to body image improvements is ques-

tionable [81]. Furthermore, My Body Gallery, which was founded in 2009, is little

used today and therefore does not offer an adequate alternative to Instagram.
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Other applications have tried to address body image concerns in a different way.

The mobile application ”GGTude” [39] is a mental health platform that offers gami-

fied and research-based daily exercises to improve a variety of metal health conditions,

such as anxiety, depression or body image concerns [39, 1]. GGTude’s approach is

mainly based on cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT), which is a therapy form used

for the treatment of mental disorders, for instance body image disturbance. CBT uses

techniques, such as self-monitoring or self-reflection to challenge irrational thoughts

and maladaptive beliefs the patient has about themselves and their appearance and

teaches them how to adapt emotions and behaviours accordingly [1, 63]. As one of

the most empirically supported treatments for body image concerns [63] a widely ac-

cessible computerized version of CBT, as offered by GGTude, might be a promising

direction for the intervention of body image concerns caused by social media. Re-

search has shown that a short daily engagement with applications like GGtude over a

period of several weeks can improve self-compassion, appearance esteem and reduces

body image disturbance [79, 1].

2.4 Current Developments in Social Media and Body

Image

The impacts social media has on body image and mental health has been an increas-

ingly critically discussed topic within academia in recent years [40, 78, 19]. In addi-

tion, the sentiment of the general public around the exposure to perfect and flawless

bodies has become progressively more critical and negative, with the call for a shift to

a promotion of real and normal bodies (e.g., [20, 87]).

These demands led to several developments around social media imagery in recent

years, highlighting the importance of the topic in today’s climate. Earlier this year,

Norway announced a law that requires influencers to declare if an image has been

edited [45]. It is hoped that this law will help to reduce the appearance pressure social

media puts on its users [45]. Furthermore, the image and information sharing platform

Pinterest announced around the same time that they will no longer show advertisement

that promotes any kind of weight loss, as well as content that shows an idealization or

devaluation of any type of body [47]. Pinterest explained that this decision is aimed

to place the mental well-being of its user into the focus and to address the impact

of body image concerns and eating disorders [47]. This decision makes Pinterest the
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only widely-used social media application that bans weight loss promotions altogether,

providing the first milestone in the fight for the inclusion of a mental well-being per-

spective on social media and setting a promising example for the development of future

applications.

Another major announcement in the landscape of social media was delivered by

the head of Instagram, Adam Mosseri, this year. Instagram declared to be ”no longer

a photo-sharing app”, but instead wants to focus on the expansion of its pre-existing

video and shopping components [85]. In particular, the focus on video seems to be an

attempt to stay relevant with the increase in popularity of video sharing platforms, such

as TikTok [95]. In contrast to Pinterest’s announcement, Instagram’s focus on shop-

ping and marketing might result in more body image concerns through the increasing

display of products and services, with a potential appearance focus, if not regulated

carefully.



Chapter 3

User Research

For the development of a highly user-centred prototype, a user interview study was

necessary. Semi-structured interviews were conducted to obtain an initial idea about

the interviewee’s general social media usage and their thoughts about it. Based on the

outcomes of the interviews and an early obtainment of feedback from an informal pilot

user study, a social media prototype was developed.

3.1 Study Design

3.1.1 User Interviews

The fifteen semi-structured interviews were conducted to gather a better understand-

ing of how people use social media, what kind of content users consume and how

they perceive the content they see. The semi-structured interview approach [43] al-

lows the researcher to ask predefined open questions regarding the research topic to

explore a previously defined problem space, while simultaneously allowing the par-

ticipant to guide the interview and report freely about their experiences and opinions.

The literature research conducted in preparation for this project provided me with an

solid understanding of the current research state in the field of social media and body

image and helped to define specific research questions (see Chapter 1). Therefore,

an exploration of the problem space through unstructured interviews was unnecessary.

Furthermore, previous research primarily focused on exploring the impact and influ-

ence of social media by conducting quantitative research in which the user had been

exposed to certain types of content and subsequently asked to fill in questionnaires

(e.g., [97, 105, 94, 92, 93]) without actually consulting the user and asking their opin-

16
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ion. Therefore, the structured interview approach was also not suitable for this project,

due to its limitations in allowing the user to report freely about their subjective experi-

ence and potentially result in the missing out of new findings. Under consideration of

these aspects the semi-structured approach was selected as the most suitable approach

to address the research questions (see Chapter 1).

The interview questions covered four main topics in regards to social media usage

(see Appendix A). The first topic introduced the participant to the topic by asking

about their social media habits, including frequency and posting behaviour. The sec-

ond batch of questions aimed to better understand what kind of content the participant

is exposed to on social media, either based on the accounts they follow or content they

are recommended when using an application. Additionally, users were asked how they

perceive this content; whether they like it or not and how accurate the application’s

recommendations are based on their interests and user behaviour. The third topic fo-

cused on the negative aspects of social media by linking the questions to the previously

mentioned disliked content and asking the participant about their reaction towards and

handling of content they do not enjoy or approve of. Furthermore, participants were

asked to report about situations in which they decided to take a break from social me-

dia and state the reason for their abandonment. Participants were also asked if they

can think of aspects or functionalities of social media that they wish were different and

that they would like to change. The last batch of questions followed up with the topic

of the influence of social media the participants personally perceive. Participants were

asked how social media posts have influenced their ”offline” decision-making and how

it influences their own perception of themselves and their body.

3.1.2 Participants

Fifteen participants were recruited for the semi-structured interviews via the text mes-

senger WhatsApp [103]. This sample size was chosen based on the recommendation

by Braun and Clark for a thematic analysis in a UK Master’s dissertation [10]. Prior to

the recruitment, candidates were asked if they regularly use social media applications,

with a particular focus on Instagram, to ensure that the minimum participation require-

ments were met. Ten of the fifteen participants were female and five stated that they

identify as male. All participants were between the ages of 18 to 29. Seven participants

were between the ages of 18 - 24 and eight belonged to the 25 - 29 age group. Two

participants were from the United Kingdom, the remaining 13 lived in Germany. Inter-
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views with German participants were conducted in German. All participants indicated

that Instagram is the social media platform they use the most, besides from messaging

services like Whatsapp or Snapchat messaging. The participants noted that they open

Instagram at least several times a day, and up to several times an hour. The majority

of participants (73%) indicated that they post content once a month, two participants

stated that they never post on Instagram and the remaining two reported that they post

weekly. The length of the interviews varied between 13 and 35 minutes, although all

participants were asked the same questions. The length of the interviews was highly

dependent on the participants self motivated willingness to share stories and experi-

ences instead of only providing yes and no answers or indicate that they could not

think of a relevant situation or experience to share.

3.1.3 Ethical Consideration

Interviews with actual social media users were necessary to develop design improve-

ments that are tailored to the users’ needs. Studies with human participants require

careful ethical consideration to minimize the chance of harming the participant. Body

image is closely interwoven with a person’s mental health and well-being and is there-

fore a topic that requires special care and consideration while addressing in an inter-

view. Talking about one’s own body perception or potential struggles with body image

can cause stress and discomfort for the participant, which should be avoided as much

as possible. Each participant was briefed before the interview about the topic, the data

protection measurements and their right to stop the interview at any point as well the

option to skip any question they did not feel comfortable answering. To ease the par-

ticipant into the topic, general questions about their social media usage were asked.

To end the interview on a positive note the participants were asked to state what they

think makes social media valuable and what they liked best about it. All collected data,

including the interview transcripts, demographic information such as age, gender, eth-

nicity, country of origin and social media usage was processed with accordance to the

General Data Protection Regulation [23]. The general study design was reviewed and

approved by the ethics committee, including the interview questions as well as the

participant information sheet.
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3.2 Data Analysis

To enable an anonymised and detailed evaluation of the collected data, each interview

was transcribed, using the transcribe function of the browser-based Microsoft Word

application. Following the automated transcription all interviews have been listened to

again and checked for transcription errors or missing parts.

3.2.1 Reflexive Thematic Analysis

For the evaluation of the interview transcripts the reflexive thematic analysis approach

by Braun and Clark [11] was selected. To ensure an effective and structured coding

process the software NVivo version 20 was used [57]. Braun and Clark divide their ap-

proach into two different types of analysis: inductive and deductive. In this evaluation

the deductive analysis was conducted, due to its nature to be used for the exploration

of a previously formulated research question. The deductive approach is applied when

the researcher has already defined a specific scope based on existing literature which

they want to further explore. The deductive approach enables the researcher to focus

on certain aspects of the data, which allowed this evaluation to pay special attention to

all mentioned aspects regarding body image or mental health [11].

The analysis was conducted following the six iterative steps of a reflexive thematic

analysis defined by Braun and Clark to generate methodically robust codes and themes.

After an initial read through of the data, a first draft of codes was developed, including

everything that seemed relevant and interesting. It is important to note that for this

analysis, semantic as well as latent themes and codes were developed. Semantic codes

only focus on what is actually stated by the participant, primarily forming a descrip-

tion of what has been said without further interpretation. Latent codes, however, try to

understand the underlying meaning of what has been said and follow an interpretative

approach to further analyse hidden meanings and backstories [11].

After the initial codes were developed, overarching themes were generated and sub-

sequently reviewed. These themes sort and collate the constructed codes. As soon as

the themes were reviewed and finalized, clear names and definitions for each theme

were formulated. To ensure the construction of strong and comprehensible codes and

themes, an applied code book was co-developed by two researchers. In alignment

with Braun and Clark’s [10] suggestions, no inter-rater reliability has been calculated.

Instead two researchers coded the same 30% of interviews and afterwards discussed

their findings and developed a collective code book, which has been used to code the
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remaining interviews.

3.2.2 Themes and Codes

In accordance with Braun and Clark’s guidelines and scope recommendations for a UK

Master’s dissertation [11, 10] four main themes with several subthemes were developed

under consideration of the previously mentioned research questions (see Chapter 1)

and with a focus on statements about body image implications and mental health. The

themes and subthemes as well as the codes can be found in table 3.1. The following

section will provide text examples from the user interviews for each subtheme to justify

the theme development and illustrate its meaning. Due to the fact that the majority of

interviews were conducted in German, most of the listed quotations are originally in

German and were translated to English by the researcher as close as possible to the

initial wording, but slight differences might appear. The German version can be found

underneath the English translation.

3.2.2.1 Theme 1: Importance of Authenticity

The interviews and the developed themes helped to understand the raised research

question asking what kind of content has a positive or a negative influence on a user

and their body image. One characteristic that was mentioned by several participants in

in various contexts was the importance of authenticity for the seen content as well as for

content posted by the user. Therefore the theme has been divided into two subthemes:

”Positive Impact” and ”Own Posting Criteria”.

3.2.2.1.1 Subtheme 1: Positive Impact

The subtheme ”positive impact” was developed based on the participants mentions

about the positive attributes they associate with posts they perceive as real and authen-

tic, such as likeable and relatable:

P8: ”So, this *account name* for example. She just had a child and she’s
constantly showing how she’s eating. I actually find that quite likeable
and of course she also shows clips of the hate messages she gets. She also
says that she doesn’t really care at the moment. ’I know when something
is right for me.’ I think that’s actually quite good, for example, that she
just continues to eat her bag of crisps. Or says: ’today we’re having pizza
again’, so that’s actually quite positive.”
Interviewer: ”So just authentic?”
P8: ”Yes, exactly. She stands up for herself, right? She had just had a
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Table 3.1: Themes, Subthemes and Codes developed during the qualitative analysis

Interview Analysis Outcome

Themes Subthemes Codes

Importance of Authenticity Positive Impact Enjoyment of Posts

Positive Influence

on Body Image

Own Posting Criteria Natural Setting

Recognizable

Ambivalent Attitude towards Inspiration & Recipes

Fitness & Health Content Motivation Transformations

Exercises

Non-implementation Diet Plan

of Inspirations Workout Plan

Exertion of Pressure to be fitter

to eat healthier

Contradictory Attitude Reason for Visit/ Avoidance Boredom

towards Recommendation Page done with

Main Feed

Harmful Content

Accuracy of fits Interests

Recommendations and is liked

fits Interests

but is not liked

does not fit

Interests

Awareness of Harm Harm to Others Adolescence

Other Users

Younger Self

Harm to Oneself feeling insufficient

Social Media Addiction
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child, so you look a bit different and she says she does it at her own pace
and I find that very likeable, yes.”
Original:
P8: ”Also was jetzt hier, diese *Accountname* zum Beispiel. Die hat ja
gerade ein Kind bekommen und die zeigt halt andauernd, wie sie am Fut-
tern ist. Das finde ich eigentlich ganz sympathisch und die zeigt natürlich
dann auch mal so Ausschnitte, was sie für Hater Nachrichten bekommt.
Sie sagt auch, dass ist ihr im Moment ziemlich egal. ’Ich weiß schon,
wann was für mich richtig ist.’ Das finde ich eigentlich zum Beispiel ganz
gut, dass sie dann einfach weiter ihre Tüte Chips isst. Oder sagt: ’heute
gibt es schon wieder Pizza’ so, das ist dann schon ganz positiv eigentlich.”
Interviewer: ”Also authentisch einfach?”
P8: ”Ja, genau. Die steht dann zur sich halt, ne? Sie hatte gerade ein
Kind bekommen, dann sieht man nun mal ein bisschen anders aus und
sie sagt sie macht das in ihrem Tempo und das finde ich irgendwie sehr
sympathisch, ja.”

Especially posts in which people discuss their struggles or show parts of their body

that are not considered beautiful according to societal standards are perceived as very

positive and uplifting. These posts raise awareness that bodily characteristics which

have been dubbed as flaws by society, like acne and large pores, are normal and nothing

to be ashamed of:

P5: ”I have a page that I follow with natural cosmetics and such things
that also shows what the cosmetics industry actually does to your skin and
how you can counteract it and that it’s normal to have a pimple or some-
thing and also spots on your face that are really normal and everything
else that you see is not normal and there are filters on it because everyone
has pores.”
Original:
P5: ”Ich habe eine Seite der ich folge mit so Naturkosmetik und sowas
die dann halt auch zeigen so was zum Beispiel die ganze Kosmetikindus-
trie quasi eigentlich mit deiner Haut macht und wie man dem quasi ent-
gegenwirken kann und das ist halt auch mal normal ist einen Pickel zu
haben oder sowas und auch so Flecken im Gesicht das halt wirklich nor-
mal ist und alles andere halt was man sieht quasi nicht normal ist und da
irgendwelche Filter drauf sind, weil Poren hat halt irgendwie jeder ne.”

One participant mentioned that in particular, unposed images that show the person just

”existing” help them to accept themselves and realize their own beauty even at times

when they are not feeling their best:

Original:
P1: ”And so I think it’s positive when I’m seeing people who look like me
just existing in their skin and not necessarily being like ’I’m amazing’, but
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just being and like sitting and they’ve got a role or like just normal people
things but stuff that you don’t see because it’s so posed. So that definitely
positively affects me. ’cause then if I can relate to it and go: ’oh my body
looks like that and they look great.’ So then I can remind myself when I
have. . . ’cause like everyone you go through good days and bad days with
your body image.”

This strive for authenticity and representation of real bodies is one of the main charac-

teristics of the original agenda of the body positivity movement (see Chapter 2, section

2.2.3). The perception of body positivity content as positive and helpful for body

satisfaction due to authentic representations was also found during the interviews. Par-

ticipants mentioned that the exposure to body positive content helped them to establish

a better relation to social media and improved their overall online experience:

P6: ”But when I scroll through it and I see more posts like that... What
I have a lot of now is that you shouldn’t restrict yourself when you eat,
and what you need in terms of food and also in terms of calories per day
and what kind of diet myths and stuff like that go around. And when I see
content like that and body positivity stuff like that, I tend to close the app
with a good feeling.”
Original:
P6: ”Aber wenn ich halt irgendwie dann da durch scrolle und ich sehe
halt mehr so Beiträge... Was ich jetzt auch ganz viel hab, ist von wegen so,
dass man sich nicht restricten soll beim Essen, sondern was du halt alles
an Nahrung halt brauchst und auch an Kalorien am Tag und was halt so
für Diät- Mythen und so rumgehen. Und wenn ich dann solchen Content
sehe und halt so mit Body positivity-Zeugs und so dann ist es eher so, dass
ich die App mit einem guten Gefühl schließe.”

3.2.2.1.2 Subtheme 2: Own Posting Criteria

Authenticity is not only decisive if a post is liked and perceived as positive, but also

an important criteria for images uploaded by the user. Several participants mentioned

that, besides the fact that they want themselves to look good in the image, it also needs

to be authentic. One participant explained that it is important for them to look normal

and that the picture reflects the way they see themselves:

P12: ”I always make sure that when I’m on it, I just look normal. The way
I see myself, that is they way I want to come across.”
Original:
P12: ”Ich achte immer so, dass wenn ich drauf bin, dass ich halt ein-
fach ganz normal aussehe. So wie ich mich selbst sehe, so soll ich rüber
kommen so nach dem Motto.”
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Another participant mentioned that they prefer snapshots of real moments that do not

come across as too posed. The user’s aim is to capture the atmosphere and the great

time they had during that moment, not placing the focus purely on appearance:

P5: ”So it’s not always about looking particularly pretty, according to the
standard criteria, but just snapshots where you’re maybe not even really
looking at the camera at that moment, but you can see on the photo what
a good time you’re having or how much fun you’re having. So it’s just
authentic and not so posed.”
Original:
P5: ”Also es geht tatsächlich gar nicht immer darum, so dass es besonders
hübsch aussieht, so nach den Standard Kriterien, sondern einfach so so
Momentaufnahmen, wo man dann halt vielleicht in dem Moment auch gar
nicht so in die Kamera quasi guckt, sondern halt einfach man sieht auf
dem Foto was für eine schöne Zeit man hat oder wie viel Spaß man gerade
hat so. Also das ist halt authentisch ist und nicht so gestellt.”

3.2.2.2 Theme 2: Ambivalent Attitude towards Fitness & Health Content

As already summarized in chapter 2, fitness content and particularly the display of an

athletic ideal body can have a negative influence on a person’s body image [78]. The

general justification for the consume of fitness content is to get workout inspiration and

motivation. However, research has shown that content classified as fitspirationf has no

influence on actual exercise behaviour [78]. During the interviews an ambivalent at-

titude towards content concerning fitness and dieting was detected. Participants men-

tioned that they seek fitness content for inspiration, however they also stated that they

barely implement any of these fitness recommendations into their daily life and instead

feel a pressure to be fitter and healthier. This resulted in the development of Theme 2

with subdivision into positive mentions about inspirational and motivational attributes

of fitness content, and negative mentions about non-integration of inspirations in the

user’s daily life and actual harm towards body image caused by the pressure exerted

from exposure to toned bodies.

3.2.2.2.1 Subtheme 1: Inspiration and Motivation

Over half of the participants indicated that they follow or at least see fitness content

regularly on their account, including transformations, exercise suggestions or recipes

and food plans. Several participants mentioned that they view content of fitness influ-

encers, like the German influencer Pamela Reif, [77] to get inspiration for workouts

and to keep fit:
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Interviewer: ”So does social media influence your own body perception
and if so, how? What would you say?”
P3: ”Definitely, that’s for sure and I would also say rather negatively, that
doesn’t mean that I’m not grateful for my body etc., but it’s like that, I also
want to motivate myself by following people who eat healthy and do sport.
And maybe even make fitness plans, like Pamela Reif and yes, and there
are a lot of them on Instagram.”
Original:
Interviewer: ”Also hat Social Media Einfluss auf deine eigene Körper
Wahrnehmung und wenn ja, wie, was würdest du da so sagen?”
P3: ”Auf jeden Fall, das ist schon mal klar und ich würde auch sagen
eher negativ. Das heißt nicht, dass ich nicht alles in allem dankbar bin
für meinen Körper usw, aber es ist so: Ich möchte mich halt auch mo-
tivieren, indem ich jetzt auch Menschen folge, die vernünftig essen und
Sport machen. Und vielleicht sogar Fitness Pläne machen, so Pamela Reif
mäßig ne und ja, und da gibt es ja ganz viele von auf Instagram und ja.”

Contradictory to what research has found [78] participants mentioned that they per-

ceive the inspiration they see as positive and that people who share their fitness trans-

formations keep them motivated:

P4: ”Actually, these are rather positive things, so like food... it always
makes you hungry or gives you ideas of what you could do. And yes, I
usually find these sports things interesting. There are also these before
and after pictures, I think they’re great too.”
Original:
P4: ”Eigentlich sind das ja auch eher positive Dinge, also essen finde
ich... da kriegt man halt auch immer Hunger bei oder Ideen, was man
machen könnte. Und ja, diese Sportsachen finde ich meistens interessant.
Sind auch diese vorher nachher Bilder, die finde ich auch super.”

3.2.2.2.2 Subtheme 2: Non-Implementation of Inspirations

However, participants also indicated that even though they follow influencers for their

fitness content, or that they save many of the workout inspirations they see online,

they rarely integrate any of the workouts or recommendations into their daily life,

highlighted by the following two interview quotes:

P8: ”I recently followed one person who had a lot of fitness and nutrition,
but I noticed that I just don’t implement any of that, so I unfollowed her
again, because then it was also suggested to me: ’you follow such and
such similar profiles’, so I cleaned out a few times. Maybe you just sub-
scribed and thought: ’oh, that could be quite interesting’, but it’s not at
all.”
Original:
P8: ”Ich hatte jetzt neulich mal irgendwie so eine, die hatte viel Fitness
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und auch so Ernährung, aber ich habe für mich gemerkt ich setze davon
einfach gar nichts um, deswegen habe ich ihr wieder entfolgt, weil dann
wurde mir auch vorgeschlagen: ’so und so ähnlichen Profilen folgst du’,
Da hab ich auch ein paarmal ausgemistet. So wo man... die man vielle-
icht einfach mal so abonniert hat, wo man dachte: ’ach, das könnte ganz
spannend sein’ ist es aber überhaupt nicht.”

P9: ”And I save a lot of things, especially when it comes to food, or when
it comes to sports, some exercises that I would like to try out. I also have
a huge collection that I haven’t tried out all by a long shot, but when you
scroll through, you think to yourself: ’you could try it out’.”
Original:
P9: ”Und speichern tue ich halt einiges gerade auch was Essen angeht,
oder beim Sport irgendwelche Übungen, die ich dann mal ausprobieren
möchte. Da habe ich auch eine riesen Sammlung, die ich längst nicht alle
ausprobiert habe, aber wenn man durch scrollt denkt man sich ja mal:
’man könnte es ja mal ausprobieren’.”

3.2.2.2.3 Subtheme 3: Exertion of pressure

Although the majority of participants said that they actively follow fitness content,

further into the interview many admitted that they frequently experience pressure to

look and live a certain way when they see the seemingly perfect lifestyle and success

portrayed by the influencers they follow, which often results in feelings of guilt and

negative implications for their own body image:

P4: ”Yeah, so I think, I think it’s just like, ’okay. Why does it work so
well for them?’ And then they just do... I don’t know. I think it’s just envy
and jealousy and because I was lazy that day and annoyed about myself
or something. So I think I get a bit carried away with it.”
Interviewer: ”It is because you compare yourself with them?”
P4: ”Yes, because when I see what they have done and then they come out
like this and I do everything and come out like this, and that is just stupid”.
Original:
P4: ”Ja, ich glaube also, ich glaube, das ist halt einfach so: ’okay. Warum
klappt es bei denen so gut?’ Und die machen dann nur... weiß nicht. Ich
glaube, dass ist so gefühlt einfach nur Neid und Eifersucht und weil ich
einfach dann selber an dem Tag faul war und genervt bin oder so. Also
ich glaube, ich steigere mich dann so ein bisschen da rein.”
Interviewer: ”Ist dann so das Vergleichen auch mit denen?”
P4: ”Ja, weil also wenn ich sehe, was die gemacht haben und dann kom-
men die so raus und ich mach das alles und komme so raus ist das halt
dann blöd”

It is worth noticing that the above statement was made by the same participant who

said that they find ’Fitspiration’ rather positive and that body transformations motivate
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them. This highlights the torn sentiment many participants perceived while consuming

fitness content and explains why users follow this type of content even though they

know about its negative implications on their own well-being.

Most participants recognized the negative implications of comparing themselves to

other people, especially internet personalities, where you can only see a small fraction

of their actual life. However, even though participants are aware of the harm, they still

catch themselves subconsciously comparing their bodies to others, especially to those

of fitness influencers. This can lead to annoyance with themselves that their tendency

to compare themselves to others is already so ingrained in their cognitive processes,

as well as dissatisfaction about the results of the comparison due to upwards social

comparison (see Chapter 2, section 2.1):

P2: ”And sometimes I notice that if you’re on the app for too long, you
often end up comparing yourself, even though you wouldn’t do it. In
that sense, you’re already influenced, because otherwise I wouldn’t walk
around all day and think: ’I really have to do some exercise’. Or in the
evening when I’ve had a super strenuous day and have done a lot, and
then I see that someone else has perhaps done the same, or a person who
also does this professionally, who has a completely different working day,
but who still does a workout and I haven’t done one, then I sometimes
catch myself saying, ’Oh, you could have done one as well.’ So I would
say that’s the negative aspect.”
Original:
P2: ”Und manchmal finde ich merkt man auch wenn man zu lange auf der
App ist, kommt man auch häufiger mal dazu, dass man sich einfach vergle-
icht, obwohl man es gar nicht tun würde. In dem Sinne ist man halt schon
beeinflusst, weil sonst würde ich nicht den ganzen Tag durch die Gegend
laufen und denken: ’ich muss jetzt auch noch mal wirklich Sport machen’.
Oder wenn ich dann abends einen super anstrengenden Tag hatte und viel
geschafft habe und dann aber sehe irgendwer hatte das vielleicht auch,
oder eine Person, die auch das professionell betreibt, die einen ganz an-
deren Arbeitstag hat, die dann aber doch noch ein Workout macht und ich
das nicht habe, dann erwische ich mich auch mal dabei, dass ich sage:
’Ach, das hättest du jetzt aber auch nochmal machen können’. Also das ist
so würde ich sagen der negative Aspek.”

These findings led to the conclusion that fitness content can be deemed to have both

a positive and a negative influence on body image. However, the negative implica-

tions of fitness content may overwhelm the few positive aspects it offers to consumers.

An explanation for the contradictory influence of fitness content could be the varyied

repercussions of upwards comparison [3]. As explained in chapter 2, the effect upward

comparison has on a person is determined not only by the type of comparison, but also
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by intrinsic factors like low-self esteem [3]. It is therefore likely, that the impact of

fitness content is highly dependent on the person’s state of mind while being exposed

to that type of content.

3.2.2.3 Theme 3: Contradictory Attitude towards Recommendation Page

As hypothesized in chapter 1 the recommendation function and explore page of social

media applications like Instagram can expose users to content which they are actively

trying to avoid. This assumption was supported by the interview outcomes. Many

participants indicated that they regularly visit the recommendation page, also called

”explore tab” [53], even though they do not enjoy the majority of the content they are

recommended. These findings led to the development of the theme ”Contradictory At-

titude towards Recommendation Page” with the division into subthemes that comprise

the reason for the visit or avoidance of the explore tab, as well as the classification

of the recommended post according to the accuracy based on the user’s interests and

enjoyment of the posts.

3.2.2.3.1 Subtheme 1: Reason for Visit/ Avoidance

A few participants indicated that they actively avoid the explore section of Instagram,

because they do not see the benefit in spending time looking through posts they do

not follow and potentially seeing content that they dislike. One participant mentioned

that they are very aware of the negative implications certain content has on their mood

and personal perception and therefore tries to steer clear of the recommendation page

altogether:

Original:
P1: ”So I purposely don’t go on the recommended or like the Discov-
ery page very much, because a lot of what comes up for me is like those
transformation pictures and stuff. So like battle of weight loss and exer-
cise routines, and I know that’s really like not helpful for me to see. I just
don’t need that, so I try to really stay away from that and I really don’t
follow many celebrities or influencers anymore. So it’s mainly people that
I know.”

However, the majority of participants explained that they do visit the recommendation

page of Instagram, merely out of boredom or because they have seen everything on

their main feed:

P9: ”I usually scroll through my news feed first. At the beginning there are
often new pictures of friends. And then I subscribe to a lot of news sites,
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sports and football. That’s where I see the news. And at some point, when
that gets boring, I go over to the recommendations and just scroll through
a bit, but there’s also relatively much, Mhm relatively much football.”
Original:
P9: ”Meist scrolle ich halt erst durch meinen News Feed. Da sind es meist
zu anfangen irgendwie noch neue Bilder von Freunden. Und dann halt
ganz viel irgendwelche Nachrichtenseiten, Sport, Fußball hab ich einige
abonniert. Da sehe ich dann, also was News angeht. Und irgendwann,
wenn das dann langweilig wird, dann geh ich rüber zu den Empfehlungen
und scroll da einfach ein bisschen durch, aber da ist auch relativ viel, Mhm
relativ viel Fußball.”

P10: ”That’s mainly my feed. I don’t look at the recommendations that
often, I must be really bored.”
Original:
P10: ”Das ist vor allem mein Feed. Bei den Empfehlungen guck ich gar
nicht so oft, da muss mir schon heftigst langweilig sein.”

The interviews illustrated that the explore function is rarely visited out of interest in the

actual recommendations, but mainly due to boredom. This raises the question about

the actual value of this feature and if the potential harm it might cause advocates for a

removal of a page made up solely of recommendations.

3.2.2.3.2 Subtheme 2: Accuracy of Recommendations

Furthermore, the vast majority of participants reported that the recommendations match

topics they are generally interested in and are similar to what they normally consume

on social media platforms:

Interviewer: ”Okay and would you say that it fits your interests, so that it
reflects them quite well?”
P6: ”Yes, it’s really amazing how the algorithm learns and adapts to you,
because there’s not much in between where I could say, ’No, that doesn’t
interest me at all’.”
Original:
Interviewer: ”Okay und würdest du sagen, das entspricht schon deinen
Interessen, also das spiegelt das schon ganz gut wider”?
P6: ”Ja, also das ist schon krass, wie der Algorithmus halt lernt und sich
so an dich anpasst, weil also da ist halt wenig dazwischen wo ich sagen:
’Ne das interessiert mich halt gar nicht.’ Na ja, von daher.”

However, after further questioning if they also like the recommended content almost

all participants indicated that they do not enjoy the recommendations very much and

at least over 50% of the recommended posts were insufficient. This is an interesting
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finding concerning the previously mentioned perception that most of the recommenda-

tions are accurate. The following quote illustrates the contradictory impression of the

recommendations:

Interviewer: ”Would you say that this corresponds to your interests, so is
what is suggested to you accurate or not so much?”
P9: ”Yes, for the most part it is. So every now and then there’s something
where you think to yourself: ”ok, how does this get in here now?” But for
the most part that’s what I’m looking for and what I also... What I click on
most of the time. I’ve also noticed that when I’ve searched for something
and when you search for something once, it’s suggested more often, espe-
cially on this suggestion page. You notice that. But what I’ve also noticed
is that if you don’t search for something for a long time, it will eventually
get kicked out again.”
Interviewer: ”Okay, and now regardless of whether that corresponds to
what you’re looking for. Do you like what you see or are there sometimes
things that annoy you or something like that?”
P9: ”No, there’s a lot of junk in there, too. That’s true. There’s a yodel
now and then, but I’d say it’s junk like 70%. And there are also some really
strange sites that somehow have really, really strange names or come from
somewhere in the East, from Russia. Yes, somehow it’s very, very strange.”
Original:
Interviewer: ”Würdest du sagen, das entspricht schon deinen Interessen,
also ist schon akkurat, was dir so vorgeschlagen wird oder eher weniger?”
P9: ”Doch großenteils passt das schon. Also hin und wieder ist mal
was dabei, wo man sich denkt: ok, wie kommt das jetzt hier rein?“ Aber
überwiegend ist das schon das, wonach ich auch Suche und was ich halt
auch... Was ich halt auch vermehrt anklicke. Also das habe ich auch
gemerkt, wenn ich irgendwie mal nach irgendwas gesucht hab oder so und
wenn du einmal nach was suchst, dann wird das direkte öfter vorgeschla-
gen, gerade auch in dieser Vorschlag-Seite. Das merkt man doch schon.
Aber was ich auch gemerkt hab ist, wenn man da länger nicht nach sucht,
dann fliegen das irgendwann auch wieder raus.”
Interviewer: ”Und jetzt mal unabhängig davon, ob das dem entspricht, wo
du nach suchst. Gefällt dir das auch was du siehst oder sind auch manch-
mal Sachen bei die dich irgendwie nerven oder sonst was?”
P9: ”Ne, da ist auch schon viel Schrott dabei. Also das stimmt. Also zwis-
chendurch ist mal wieder ein Jodel dabei, aber ich würde echt bald sagen
so zu 70% ist das, ist das Schrott. Und auch irgendwelche ganz komischen
Seiten, die irgendwie ganz, ganz komische Namen haben oder irgendwo
aus dem Osten kommen, aus Russland. Ja, irgendwie ist das ganz, ganz
merkwürdig.”

This finding is particularly interesting, because even though the participants indicated

that the recommended content is relevant to their interests and they understand where

the recommendations come from, they still do not enjoy what they are shown.
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3.2.2.4 Theme 4: Awareness of Harm

As previously mentioned, some participants indicated that they are aware of the neg-

ative impacts social media can have on their mood and their body image. However,

during most interviews participants stated that they believe that social media has a

negative impact, but not so much on themselves. Therefore the theme ”Awareness of

Harm” has been developed with the subdivision into ”Harm to Others” and ”Harm to

Oneself”.

3.2.2.4.1 Subtheme 1: Harm to Others

Several participants recognize a negative influence, but many dismissed the idea that

social media might impact their own body image and instead mentioned concerns for

younger users, predominantly adolescents:

P14: ”I just wanted to say that it definitely influences you, I think. Es-
pecially for younger people, I think that’s really problematic. So if they
really only get this image, ’you should look like this and that’s okay’. And
I think that the direction is slowly changing a bit.”
Original:
P14: ”Ich wollte nur sagen, dass beeinflusst einen auf jeden Fall schon
glaube ich. Vor allen Dingen auch für die jüngeren Leute, so ist das glaube
ich echt problematisch. Also wenn die da echt nur dieses Bild vermittelt
bekommen, ’so sollst du aussehen und das ist okay.’ Und also ich finde
schon, dass die Richtung sich langsam so ein bisschen verändert.”

Some participants justified the focus on adolescence by speaking from personal expe-

rience. They concluded that they were much more vulnerable to unhealthy comparison

and unrealistic body expectations when they were younger. They believe that they are

now more capable of distinguishing between doctored images that they see online and

what is real, especially due to the increasing popularity of body positive and neutrality

content on social media (see Chapter 2, section 2.2.3), as well as being less prone to

unhealthy comparison behaviours:

Interviewer: ”So I focus on body image and the next question would be if
you feel that social media has an influence on your own body image and if
so, how?”
P6: ”Yes, I would say definitely and I.... But I think it has changed a bit. I
think that in the past, when people were still a bit more insecure in general
and during puberty, everything was somehow strange and weird and so
on. Then it’s just that it tends to influence you negatively and you think
to yourself: ’Wow, all these women and girls and how they all look and
I’ll never look like that’ somehow. And now it’s more like that... I think
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it’s also because I’ve now slipped into this algorithm through Instagram,
where I’m shown more body positivity things, that I say that still influences
me, but now more in a positive way. So in the sense of ’Wow, everyone
looks different and that’s okay and that’s good’ and so I would say that it
definitely has an influence, but it has changed somehow over the years.”
Original:
Interviewer: ”Also ich fokussiere mich ja auf Body Image und die nächste
Frage wäre jetzt einfach, ob du das Gefühl hast, dass Social Media schon
irgendwie einen Einfluss auf deine eigene Körper Wahrnehmung hat und
wenn ja wie?”
P6: ”Doch, ich würde sagen auf jeden Fall und ich... Aber ich finde, das
hat sich halt so ein bisschen verändert. Ich finde, also früher wo man
noch generell irgendwie ein bisschen unsicherer ist und in der Pubertät
und da ist sowieso alles irgendwie strange und weird und so. Dann ist es
halt so, dass es dich eher negativ beeinflusst und du denkst dir so: ’boah,
krass die ganzen Frauen und Mädels und wie die alle aussehen und so seh
ich ja niemals aus’ irgendwie. Und mittlerweile ist es halt eher so... Ich
glaube, das ist halt auch, weil ich jetzt eben durch Instagram in diesen
Algorithmus da gerutscht bin, wo ich halt eher so Body positivity Sachen
angezeigt bekommen hab, dass ich sage das beeinflusst mich immer noch,
aber jetzt halt eher im Positiven. So im Sinne von ’Boah es sehen halt alle
anders aus und das ist schon okay so und gut so’ und also ich würde sagen,
dass es auf jeden Fall einen Einfluss hat nur der hat sich halt irgendwie so
geändert mit den Jahren.”

The specific mention of harmful content and its implications suggests that the users do

perceive the negative impact also for themselves, but either have good countermeasures

of their own in place or are not aware of how negatively it affects their own body image

and mental health.

3.2.2.4.2 Subtheme 2: Harm to Oneself

Although several participants reported that harm is predominately caused for others

and less so towards their own body image, many participants also indicated that they

perceive that social media content, especially content portraying conventionally attrac-

tive and slim women, has a negative and harmful impact on their body perception and

mental health:

P3: ”I remember in the early days, during the beginning of my social me-
dia usage, that I actually printed out women’s bodies from social media to
point them out again and put them on my mirror because I wanted to look
like that. And so that I have a guilty conscience every time I look in the
mirror and adjust my food to it, which is of course completely misleading
in the end. But in the end it’s still like that, even if I don’t have the picture
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in front of the mirror, it’s always there somehow, because you’re on Insta-
gram every day.”
Original:
P3: ”Also ich weiß noch früher, das ist so meine anfangs Zeit, da habe ich
mir tatsächlich von Social Media auch Körper von Frauen ausgedruckt
um da nochmal darauf hinzuweisen, die mir an den Spiegel gehängt, weil
ich so aussehen möchte. Und damit ich auch ja ein schlechtes Gewissen
kriegt, jedes Mal, wenn ich in Spiegel gucke und meine Essen daran an-
passen, so ne ist natürlich völlig irreführend letzten Endes. Aber letzten
Endes ist es trotzdem so, auch wenn ich das Bild nicht vorm Spiegel hab,
ist es ja immer irgendwie präsent, da man jeden Tag Instagram unterwegs
ist ne genau ja.”

Not only does social media lead users to question their appearance, but the constant

exposure to perfectly arranged lifestyles and observing only the best moments in a

friends’ or infuencers’ lives can result in feeling insufficient and that their life is not

good enough compared to what they see online. Looking at a friend’s vacation pictures

or achievements that they have shared online erects an unrealistically perfect image of

their life by leaving out everything that is not post-worthy, which quickly results in

dissatisfaction with your own life as described by one participant:

Original:
P15: ” My feed is quite different now I think to how it used to be, but at the
time seeing pictures that were overwhelmingly positive and colourful, and
edited and... It became like I was escaping a little bit to that and I think
the nature of Instagram is that it’s aspirational. And people post like the
best images of themselves and the best parts of their life and stuff like that.
And that’s just part of it. I understand that, but uhm, it made me think that
there wasn’t good enough things happening in my life or in order for me
to post. If you know what I mean? And like I said in the beginning, I still
feel a bit like that sometimes.”

3.2.3 Additional Findings

3.2.3.1 Gender Differences

During the interviews one clear difference between female and male participants emerged

that is worth mentioning. When asking if they feel like social media has an influence

on their own body image, all female participants without exception stated they think

social media influences their current perception of themselves, or that it has in the past.

However, the male participants did not agree with this sentiment. The answers of most

female participants were quite similar and are well summarized by the following two

quotes:
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P8: ”Yeah, crazily so. The, I don’t know, all the fitness sites, right? Well,
there is a lot about hula hoops on these sites as well. And yes, it’s so
trimmed on looking good, everything, it’s a bit like that. Then maybe you
start thinking: ’Oh, I should do more’, and yes, that does influence you
quite a bit, yes, in a negative sense. Actually, you’re perfectly fine the way
you are. It’s just Instagram and all these sites that make you think that
maybe it’s not like that.”
Original:
P8: ”Ja, verrückterweise ja. Die, ja weiß ich auch nicht, die ganzen Fit-
nessseiten ne? Also auf diesen Seiten sind ja auch viele mit hula hoop
tatsächlich. Und ja, das ist so auf Aussehen getrimmt, alles, das ist so ein
bisschen schon. Dann denkt man vielleicht einfach: ’Ach, ich müsste mehr
tun’, und ja das beeinflusst einen schon ziemlich, ja im negativen Sinne.
Eigentlich ist man ja völlig in Ordnung so wie man ist. Nur Instagram und
diese ganzen Seiten lassen einen glauben, dass es vielleicht nicht so ist.”

Besides being very aware of the negative influence social media can have, some female

participants also mentioned that because they are so aware of what triggers them or

makes them feel uncomfortable, they already sort their following list very deliberately

to avoid harmful content:

Original:
P15: ”Oh totally, absolutely, 100%. Yeah and. That’s why I deliberately
don’t follow any fitness apps. I mean, that’s not something that really
interests me anyway. So that’s not the kind of content that I would enjoy,
but also I do think it would have a detrimental effect on my mental health
and my body image if I was to be looking at some marketably, attractive
people all day, I much prefer like I. . . I even don’t follow and, I used
to, I don’t follow models like Gigi and Bella Hadid anymore. I think the
only model like models I follow are like queer people or Ashley Graham
or somebody like that. But yeah, absolutely. And so I like the. . . There
are lots of. There’s a bit more of a diversity on my Instagram where there
are queer people and people of color and people of different body sizes
and it... That diversity is nice because it makes me feel less conscious of
what I look like. If everybody looked the same. If everybody looked like
in this marketability, attractive way on my feed I definitely think it would
enhance that comparison thing, whereas when there’s so much diversity, I
don’t feel the need to do that.”

In contrast, all male participants stated that they do not think social media has a in-

fluence on how they perceive themselves. Two out of five male participants explicitly

explained that they believe that they are effective at separating their own perceptions

of their appearance from what they see online and that they do not tend to compare

themselves:
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P12: ”Hmm, actually I would rather say no. I can actually separate what
I see and how I see myself quite well. I don’t feel the need to upload
the best pictures and get the most likes and compare myself somehow or
something like that. Or edit them myself and somehow, I don’t know, make
myself broader, make myself thinner or something - I definitely don’t have
the need for that.”
Original:
P12: ”Hmm eigentlich würde ich eher sagen: nö. Ich kann das eigentlich
ganz gut trennen so was ich sehe und wie ich mich selber sehe. Ich habe
jetzt nicht das Bedürfnis, da irgendwie die tollsten Bilder zu laden, und die
meisten Likes zu bekommen und mich da irgendwie zu vergleichen oder so.
Oder das irgendwie selber, das bearbeite und mich da irgendwie, keine
Ahnung, breiter mache, dünner machen oder so. Das hab ich auf jeden
Fall nicht das bedürfnis.”

Even male participants who stated that they are not fully satisfied with their current

appearance assumed that it is not caused by what they see online:

P13: ”I actually don’t think so. When I look at my own body or something,
I know I’m a bit fat, but I’m working on it, but otherwise there’s not really
much I would say makes me feel positive or negative. I think that’s rela-
tively neutral.
Original:
P13: ”Ich glaube tatsächlich gar nicht. So wenn, wenn ich so gucke, mal
mein eigener Körper oder so klar, ich weiß ich bin ein bisschen dick, aber
da arbeite ich doch dran, aber sonst ist da nicht wirklich viel, wo ich sage
das würde mich positiv oder auch negativ stimmen. Das ist glaube ich
relativ neutral”.

They stated that being critical about their own appearance is more likely to be caused

by other factors, rather than social media exposure, or if it is, it does not happen in a

conscious way. However, this highlights the fact that the male participants were also

not immune against body image concerns and body dissatisfaction:

P10: ”Well, I haven’t noticed it that way yet, in my opinion. I don’t look
at it like that and think: ’oh oh I’m way too fat’. Somehow, I don’t know,
so I would maybe say that for another reason, but not because of Insta-
gram. Maybe that influences you subconsciously somehow, but just not
consciously. Let’s put it this way.”
Original:
P10: ”Also ich habs noch nicht so wahrgenommen meiner Meinung nach.
Also ich gucke mir das nicht so an und denke mir: ’oh oh ich bin viel zu
fett’. Irgendwie, keine Ahnung, also das würde ich dann höchstens aus
einem anderen Grund vielleicht sagen, aber nicht wegen Instagram. Mag
ja sein wenn das, wenn das unter bewusst irgendwie beeinflußt, aber halt
nicht bewusst. Sagen wir so.”
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One explanation for these differences might be that women are more aware of what

effects their mood and body image. Men may experience a negative influence as well,

but seem to be less aware of these implications. This corresponds to findings of an-

other study addressing media influence on men’s body image [61]. Another reason

for the differences among men and women could be the constant objectification of the

female body in popular media [73, 37]. The message conveyed by society for years is

that a woman’s value is highly dependent on how attractive she is based on a societal

standard as described in chapter 1. These circumstances may lead to women being

much more prone to internalizing certain beauty standards and feeling pressure to look

a certain way, based on what perception of beauty is trending online at the moment.

Men, however, are less frequently judged based on their appearance, resulting in less

pressure exerted from body imagery.

3.2.3.2 Findings for Design Conceptualisation

During the interviews the participants mentioned several aspects about their navigation

through social media sites, as well as what type of content they enjoy and what fea-

tures they wish social media platforms like Instagram would include or remove. These

comments often did not fit into one of the four main themes (see table 3.1), but are still

relevant for the prototype design and have been used for the conceptualisation. There-

fore, this section will provide a short overview of the four most relevant mentions that

have been implemented into the prototype design.

3.2.3.2.1 Navigation through Instagram

Several participants mentioned that the first action they do after opening Instagram is

to go through the story feature on top of the screen [54]. The colourful circle around the

story image, which indicates if a story has not been watched yet, draws the attention of

the user at first glance. After the participants have clicked through all the stories they

are interested in, they tend scroll through their main feed until Instagram provides the

notification that all new posts have been seen, which eventually lead to a migration to

the explore feature or abandonment of the app:

P8: ”Yes, so the first thing that jumps out at you is the stories. They’re
probably also colourfully framed and whatnot. Yes, so that’s the first thing
you look at, yes.
Original:
P8: ”Ja so also so als erstes plingen einen ja sofort die Stories irgendwie
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an. Die sind dann wahrscheinlich auch noch bunt umrandet und was weiß
ich. Ja also da guckt man als erstes drauf ja.”

Considering that the story element tends to be the first feature a user sees makes it

a good place to store information that should be seen prior to a user’s social media

exposure.

3.2.3.2.2 Information posts and jokes are registered and liked

Although Instagram’s main focus is the sharing of images, the interviews have shown

that users also enjoy textual content like information posts or jokes:

P10: ”Most of the time, I always find info posts quite interesting. They are
posted by pages like ”Funk” or something like that, if you know roughly
what I mean, where it says: ’Here, (I don’t know), some great fun facts.’ I
always read them, I always get stuck on something like that.”
Original:
P10: ”Meist, also ich finde eigentlich so Info Post immer ganz interes-
sant. Also die gibt es auch glaube ich vom Funk oder sowas, wenn du so
ungefähr weißt, was ich meine, wo dann hier steht: ’hier (keine Ahnung)
irgendwelche tollen Fun Facts’ Die lese ich mir eigentlich gefühlt immer
durch, da bleib ich immer hängen auf sowas.”

This suggests that users would pay attention to and read posts which, for example,

inform the reader about body image concerns or negative implications in a textual

format.

3.2.3.2.3 Reduction of Advertisement

Instagram has quickly become a marketplace promoting all sorts of products [51] and

the app recently announced that in the future it wants to shift from being a photo

sharing platform to placing its focus on videos and shopping [85]. However, several

participants mentioned that the advertisement and the shopping feature of Instagram is

the most annoying and useless feature. Advertisements are often perceived as disrupt-

ing and every participant that mentioned the shopping feature said that they never use

it:

P2: ”Well, I was looking into the topic of finance the other day. And
then the personalised advertising with ’become a millionaire the day af-
ter tomorrow’ popped up. I think there should maybe be an ad-control.
Something that just makes the app more thought-provoking, that the use is
limited and above all that you get all this advertising under control.”
Original:
P2: ”Also ich hab mich letztens mehr mit dem Thema Finanzen beschäftigt.
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Und dann kann die personalisierte Werbung mit ’werde Millionär übermorgen’.
ich finde es sollte vielleicht einfach so ne Ad-Control geben. Also irgend-
was machen das die App einfach mehr zum Nachdenken anregt, dass die
Benutzung begrenzt ist und vor Allem, dass man diese ganze Werbung
unter Kontrolle kriegt.”

Products often try to sell a certain aesthetic, and infulencers, especially fitness influ-

encers, use their own body to sell workout or diet plans, transmitting the message that

you can change yourself simply by buying a product. This message makes adver-

tisements very harmful and contributes greatly to the dangerous impact social media

transfers onto its users.

3.2.3.2.4 Response to disliked content

Participants who stated to visit the explore tab of Instagram mentioned that they almost

never use the ”report” or ”not interested” option to filter the content they are recom-

mended. The most mentioned reaction to disliked or uninteresting content was to just

keep scrolling and waste no time on these kinds of posts, assuming that the algorithm

will recognize the behaviour and adapt the recommendations accordingly:

Interviewer: ”OK. So if you don’t like something, just keep scrolling?”
P12: ”Exactly if, then I would just ignore it. Yes, then it doesn’t get any
attention from me or anything. I don’t take the trouble to somehow ... Yes,
exactly, to set it to ’not interested’ or something like that.”
Original:
Interviewer: ”OK. Also wenn dir was nicht gefällt, dann scrollst du halt
einfach weiter?”
P12: ”Genau wenn, dann würde ich das halt ignorieren. Ja, dann kriegt
das auch keine Aufmerksamkeit von mir oder so. Mache ich mir dann auch
nicht die Mühe, das dann irgendwie zu ... Ja genau auf ’nicht Interesse’
oder so zu setzen.”

This behaviour seems to be specific to Instagram, because participants indicated that

they do use the ”not interested” feature to sort through content they get shown on

TikTok. Especially if a certain disliked content appears more frequently:

P11: ”Not on Instagram. But I do have that on TikTok, that you get things
that other people like. I assume that is probably form the people who are
in my friend list, that you also get things that they like. But for myself, it
really gets on my nerves and then I always click on ’Not interested’.”
Original:
P11: ”Auf Instagram nicht. Wenn hab ich das auf TikTok, dass man dort
halt mal halt Sachen kriegt, die anderen Leuten gefällt. Per se jetzt denk
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ich mal wahrscheinlich die Leute, die bei mir in der Freundesliste sind,
dass man dann auch Sachen kriegt, die denen gefallen. Aber mir selber
halt, sag ich mal, wirklich total auf den Keks gehen und mich halt nerven
und dann drück ich da halt immer auf ’Nicht interessiert’.”

This suggests that either certain content on TikTok is perceived more negatively than

the content on Instgram’s explore tab, or that it is more important for users to get

relevant recommendations on TikTok. The latter might be explained by the fact that

the main functionality of TikTok is to provide its users with video recommendations,

however the explore tab on Instagram is just an additional feature extending the main

focus of following prior selected accounts.

3.2.4 Conclusion

In summary, the interviews helped to understand the general usage of social media

and what type of content has a particularly positive impact, and what content has a

particularly negative impact on body image and satisfaction.

Content that is considered authentic is perceived to be the most positive, especially

when the focus of the image is a persons body or lifestyle. Content that challenges the

current beauty ideal and portrays body features not considered desirable by society,

like cellulite or body fat, as normal and not to be hidden generally induce a posi-

tive feeling in the viewer and increases personal body satisfaction and appreciation.

Furthermore, influencers who share struggles and imperfections with their followers,

rather than constantly trying to maintain an unrealistic illusion of a perfect life, are

seen as relatable and inspirational.

In contrast, content that is supposed to be motivational and inspirational, such as

fitness and health content, often causes more harm than good. Participants stated that

they follow these type of influencers to improve their own lifestyles and become health-

ier and more active and, although not stated explicitly, change their appearance to look

more like the portrayed fitness influencers. However, the main purpose of these types

of content is still to sell a product, such as a fitness program, using the influencer’s

appearance to promote the product. These types of advertisement feed on the insecuri-

ties of consumers and is fueled by unachievable beauty ideals promoted by the media.

Many participants stated that the observation of perfect bodies exerts a lot of pressure

to look the same way, activates conscious as well as subconscious comparison mecha-

nisms and evokes feelings of envy and guilt. This makes fitness content an especially

difficult issue to address. Users need to become aware of the negative implications, but
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without being told who to follow and who not to follow.

Several female participants stated that they are well aware of what kind of content

triggers negative emotions and evokes unhealthy comparison habits. These participants

also explained that they very deliberately try to stay away from this type of content by

thoroughly filtering their following list or by avoiding features like the explore page.

However, other participants appear to be less aware of the potential harms certain types

of content, such as fitness inspiration accounts, can bring. The risks social media

bears were recognized by all participants, however many participants assumed that

mainly younger users are in danger of being negatively influenced in their body image

perception, but not themselves. These findings allow us to organise the participants

into two categories: The ones who are very aware of the harm caused by social media

and ones who are not.



Chapter 4

Design

In an attempt to find an answer to the fourth researcher question: ”How can we inter-

vene to counteract negative social media influences on body image and foster a positive

impact on body satisfaction?” (see Chapter 1) the following design suggestions for so-

cial media applications have been developed. The proposed features are an integration

of insights drawn from the existing literature in the field of social media and body

image, and the findings that emerged from the user interviews and reflexive thematic

analysis. The pain points that were addressed in the prototype design were primar-

ily selected based on what was identified as potentially harmful during the interviews.

However, the conceptualisation of potential solutions to these pain points was highly

inspired by the existing literature and findings of previous studies.

A short pilot usability study with three students from the Design Informatics cohort

was conducted half-way through the development to gather some first impressions. The

resulting feedback and suggestions were included in the following design decisions.

4.1 Design Opportunity

The user interviews helped to better understand social media usage and what content

users particularly enjoy or perceive as harmful. As hypothesized in chapter 1 the inter-

views illustrated that social media has a negative effect on its consumers (see Chapter

3, section 3.2.2). Especially the promotion of unrealistic and altered bodies as well

as pressurising fitness content, such as diet promotions or workouts which were found

to negatively impact users’ body image. Considering that a negative body image and

body dissatisfaction can have a harmful impact on a person’s mental health and well-

being [71] the improvement of social media applications towards a less harmful and

41
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more positive experience is necessary.

During the analysis, two contrary trends within the participant behaviour and han-

dling of social media content emerged that led to the development of two personas at

different ends of the design scope.

4.2 Personas

Personas are a method used in product and service design to better understand the

user and communicate their needs and expectations [64]. Personas were first described

by Alan Cooper in 1999 as a method to compromise the most important attributes of

different user types in accordance to the concerning design space [24]. Based on the

results and findings of previous user research, often qualitative user interviews, one

or more fictional characters are developed representing an example user condensed

out of several user characteristics [64]. An evaluation conducted by Long [64] found

that personas help to increase focus on the needs and motivations of the user and re-

sult in the development of designs with better usability characteristics. To extract the

essence of the most important characteristics and to generate a lucid representation of

the interview findings, two personas were developed (see Figure 4.1 & 4.2).

As already indicated in chapter 3, section 3.2.4 one interesting difference that was

discovered during the interviews is the awareness of self harm and the actions users

undertake to reduce the negative impact. Since the aim of this project is to develop

countermeasures regarding body image concerns caused by social media, with a high

focus on the user’s needs, the awareness or unawareness of these harms appeared to be

a well-suited starting point for the persona development.

4.2.1 Persona 1: Sam - Aware of Harm to Oneself

The persona of Sam (see Figure 4.1) represents users who are very aware of the neg-

ative impact of social media and their own struggles with body image and body satis-

faction. These users adjust their online behaviour accordingly, by carefully selecting

who they follow and by avoiding recommendation functionalities that might display

triggering content (see Chapter 3, sections 3.2.2.4 & 3.2.2.3). Sam is based on partic-

ipants who demonstrated a general criticism towards the societal beauty standard and

the pressure it exerts to look a certain way in order to be considered beautiful. These

participants enjoy following content creators who refute beauty and diet myths and
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Figure 4.1: Persona 1: Sam - Aware of

Harm to Oneself

Figure 4.2: Persona 2: Alex - Unaware of

Harm to Oneself
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advocate for more diversity and acceptance (see Chapter 3, sections 3.2.2.1 & 3.2.2.4).

Although the persona of Sam was developed to be gender-neutral, the depiction of a

female user to represent the persona has been selected deliberately. As stated in chapter

3, section 3.2.3.1 women tend to be aware of the negative impact social media has on

their body image. In contrast, men tend to either be less aware of the harm it might

cause to themselves or are less affected than women. A combination of both reasons

might be applicable as well. Therefore, the persona of Sam is excursively crafted based

on characteristics of female participants. This does not exclude the existence of men

who belong to user groups represented by the persona Sam, however with regard to

this study the participating men tend to fall into the category of the following persona:

4.2.2 Persona 2: Alex - Unaware of Harm to Oneself

The persona of Alex (see Figure 4.2) represents users who are less aware of the negative

impact certain social media content can have on their own body image and perception

(see Chapter 3, sections 3.2.2.4 & 3.2.3.1). Alex is based on participants whose so-

cial media usage is more naive and less critical compared to the usage of participants

represented in the persona of Sam. These participants are not unaware of the harm

social media can cause, but assume that it does not affect them significantly (see Chap-

ter 3, section 3.2.2.4). Furthermore, these participants also appreciate authenticity and

are rather critical towards strongly edited and posed content (see Chapter 3, section

3.2.2.1). However, fitness and health content is generally assumed to be positive and

inspiring, even though participants reported to feel pressured by workout and body

transformation content (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.2). Participants who were used

as inspiration for the persona of Alex tend to consume and follow a wide variety of

accounts. They even consume content that they do not particularly enjoy (see Chapter

3, section 3.2.2.3), but instead of filtering their recommendations by marking certain

content as uninteresting, or by regularly sorting through their following list, these par-

ticipants tend to just scroll past unliked content accepting the possibility that they will

get similar recommendations again (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.3.2.4).

Unlike the persona of Sam, Alex is based on female and male participants. How-

ever, all five male participants are represented through the persona of Alex.
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4.3 Prototype Design

The following prototype design suggestions were developed under considerations of

the pain points identified during the user interviews and summarized in the previous

introduced personas (see Figure 4.1 & 4.2). Due to the fact that Instagram was selected

as the representative social media application in this project and that the interview

questions paid special attention to participants’ usage and perception of Instagram, the

general layout of the prototype was highly inspired by the current Instagram design

[56]. The aim of the prototype was to improve the identified aspects of Instagram that

cause negative body image and dissatisfaction by introducing subtle changes to the

current layout, without changing too much of the design. This aims to make the usage

and navigation as intuitive as possible. To ensure a consistent and intuitive usability

design, each design decision has been developed under consideration of Nielsens ”10

Usability Heuristics for User Interface Design” [70].

For the development of the prototype, the web-based prototyping tool Figma was

used [33]. Two templates, provided by Figma, were used to create the general Insta-

gram layout, however the content of the templates was changed and adapted [9, 100].

All images used for the design of the persona profiles, as well as the creation of the

fictional user accounts and posts in the prototype were taken from the free stock photo

website Pexels, which offers a license free usage of its imagery for non-commercial

purposes [75] or from the Creative Commons website under the licence CC BY-NC

2.0, which requires accreditation of the creator [21]. Icons used for the prototype de-

sign as well as the personas were taken from the free range of icons offered on the

website Flaticon, which are free to use for non-commercial purposes [34]. Therefore,

an extensive list of all images taken from the Creative Commons website as well as

icons from Flaticon with accreditation can be found in the appendix (see Appendix C).

4.3.1 Educating Information

The main pain point for the persona of Alex was the unawareness of harm towards their

own body image and what content might cause negative implications (see Figure 4.2).

To prevent harm caused by unawareness, it is necessary to inform the user prior to the

social media exposure about what type of content and aspects of social media might

be damaging and for what reason. This aligns with recommendations made by Brown

and Tiggemann [14] who advocate for the necessity to educate users about the nega-

tive implications social media exposure can bring, especially with focus on celebrity
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images. Therefore, instead of forcing the user to review information before or immedi-

ately after opening the app, it was decided to place the awareness raising information in

the story element of Instagram. In 2016 Instagram introduced the story feature, which

has been an almost exact replication of the story element of the SNS Snapchat [68].

Stories are short videos or images users can upload, which can be accessed by others

for a limited time of 24h. After this time the story disappears. Stories are represented

as round images of the users profile picture on top of the screen. Unseen stories are

marked with a pink circle around the profile picture, which disappears after the user

has tapped on the picture and watched the story (see Figure 4.3).

As summarized in chapter 3, section 3.2.3.2.1 several users indicated that the first

action they undertake when opening Instagram is to click through the stories prior to

scrolling through their feed. This behaviour makes the story element an excellent po-

sition for the educational information about body image and harming content. The

following Figure 4.3 displays the initial screen the user sees when opening the proto-

type. Based on the findings that highly body-focused images which portray unrealistic

beauty ideals were seen as problematic (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.4) and that fit-

ness content was shown to be potentially harmful by exerting pressure on the user (see

Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.2) it was decided to focus the prototype design on these two

topics. It is important to notice that imagery that portrays bodies out of the range of

the current beauty ideal will also be marked as body-content when the focus of the im-

ages is clearly on the presentation of the person’s body. This decision aims to include

content into the feature that seems to be body positive or inclusive at first glance, but

still portrays unrealistic beauty ideals, like extremely slim waists. Therefore, on the

top of the initial screen (see Figure 4.3) two stories labeled as ”Fitness-Content” and

”Body-Content” can be found.

4.3.1.1 Icon Design

The icons shown in the story circles symbolize the content each story is about. The

Fitness content is represented by a simple black figure lifting a barbell. The icon was

chosen, because of its simple design and its easy detection as fitness related. Content

with a high body and appearance focus is represented by a simple black figure showing

a slightly more full body shape. This image was selected based on its simplicity and

focus only on the figure itself without additional features.

Yellow and orange were used to represent the two icons and the associated in-

formational stories. Both colours belong to the category of warm colours which are
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Figure 4.3: Initial Screen

considered to be positive and connected to feelings of enthusiasm and passion [16].

They are bright in order to immediately attract the user’s attention and curiosity. Due

to the nature of the represented content, no colours associated with calming attributes

like green or blue were selected [16]. Orange, with its close resemblance to red as a

signal colour indicates to the user its importance without being overly intense or dis-

suasive [16]. Yellow, which is generally considered a joyful and friendly colour has

also been used as a warning and caution indicator in, for example, life vest design due

to its high visibility [16].

4.3.1.2 Stories

Depending on which story icon a user clicks, the respective story appears. Each story

consists of two pages, with the first displaying educational content and the second

showing a critical example of the content type (see Figure 4.4 & 4.5). If the user

clicks on the fitness-content story element an illustrated information page appears. The

information includes three short passages with associated icons. The text highlights
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Figure 4.4: Story: Fitness Content

Text

Figure 4.5: Story: Fitness Content

Example

the importance of enjoyment of workouts and that not every workout gives the same

result for everyone (see Figure 4.4). The second page gives an example of how easily

a before and after image, allegedly portraying workout results, can be forged. The

displayed images were taken from an article of the Daily Mail [82]. The image is

aimed to help the user develop a critical perspective towards seen fitness content and

progress imagery (see Figure 4.5).

If the user clicks on the body-content story element, a similar set of pages appears.

The first page reminds the user that there is no right or wrong way to look and that a

person’s value is not defined by their appearance, counteracting the objectification of

bodies (see Chapter 1). Furthermore, users are reminded of the purpose of showing

idealized bodies as a marketing tool, and the profit companies generate from their

consumers’ insecurities (see Figure 4.6). The second page shows the user how lighting

and angles can be used to change one’s appearance in a photograph. The shown images

were taken from an article of the digital storytelling platform Shorthand [7]. The image
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Figure 4.6: Story: Body Content

Text

Figure 4.7: Story: Body Content

Example

is aimed to remind the user that Instagram posts rarely reflect reality and that allegedly

”flawless” influencers do have body features which are considered less desirable. They

just do not upload the images in which you can see them (see Figure 4.7).

Furthermore, all pages have an information button at the bottom, which leads the

user to further resources about body image and help providers. The design of this

button is inspired by Instagram’s recently introduced story and post feature that marks

content which is about Covid-19 and offers access to further information [22]. This

design decision is in accordance with Nielsens fourth usability heuristic: ”Consistency

and standards”, which highlight the importance of reducing the users’ cognitive load

by using known standards and designs the user is familiar with [70]. Due to the high

relevance of Covid-19 information over the last year, it is assumed that the user will

recognize the button as a source of accurate and reliable information.

The content of the educational stories shown in the prototype is only an example of

what the content could look like. For an actual implementation of the feature into the
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Instagram flow, it would be important to regularly update the shown stories and dis-

play different information and examples regarding fitness and body content to ensure a

solidification of the awareness for harm and to keep the user interested and engaged in

the content. An extensive library of story examples could be produced and randomly

shown to the user. Due to the frequent usage of Instagram (see Figure 4.1 & 4.2) an

exchange of the content once a day may be appropriate.

4.3.2 Exposure Awareness

Users see a lot of content during their social media usage and might not be aware of the

volume of body and fitness content they see every single day. Especially users who are

like the persona Alex (see Figure 4.2) may not realize the dimension of the exposure

and the conscious as well as subconscious impact it might have. Furthermore, research

has shown that an increased exposure to body-focused images, for example with a

focus on a slim figure, increases body dissatisfaction (e.g., [105, 92]). This highlights

that an awareness about the seen content is important.

4.3.2.1 Post Count

To enhance exposure awareness, a count feature was developed that shows the user how

many posts of a certain type of content they have already been exposed to and releases

a warning when a certain threshold is reached. As seen in Figure 4.3 above the first and

the second post in the right upper corner, two symbols were included. The symbols are

replications of the previous mentioned icons used for the different story elements (see

section 4.3.1.1). The repetition of the icon allows the user to connect the two elements

and ensures an easy understanding of its meaning and purpose. The consistent design

is in accordance with Nielsen previously mentioned heuristic about consistency and

standards, but also refers to heuristic number 6 ”Recognition rather than recall” which

advertises for a design that allows the user to easily retrieve information by recognizing

known or previously learned aspects [70].

For the initial exposure to fitness or body content the icon remains light grey. This

colour merges subtly into the general design of Instagram without attracting much

attention or acting as a distraction. However, if the user scrolls through their feed and

sees more content that has been classified as portraying fitness content or being highly

body and appearance focused, the icon on the right fills up in the previously justified

colours yellow or orange (see section 4.3.1.1). The icons continue to fill up until the
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Figure 4.8: Fitness Content with in-

creased Post-Count

Figure 4.9: Body Content with in-

creased Post-Count

threshold is reached. For presentation purposes and under consideration of the limited

amount of time for the prototype development, a threshold of eight posts a day was set.

Further research might be necessary to identify after what amount of seen posts a day

or an hour the body image is negatively affected and set the threshold accordingly.

When the threshold is reached the user gets notified by the display of the related

icon above the latest seen post until the user continues to scroll (see Figure 4.10 &

4.11). This presentation immediately attracts the user’s attention and signals that some-

thing requires the user’s action. An information button is placed in the middle of each

figure which allows the user to find further information by tapping it. The button is

characterised by the letter ”i”. In digital designs the letter ”i” is often used to indi-

cate that further information is available. Furthermore, the ”i” symbol has also been

used in the information button of the story element (see Figure 4.4), therefore fulfilling

Nielsens fourth as well as sixth usability heuristic [70].
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Figure 4.10: Fitness Content

Warning

Figure 4.11: Body Content Warn-

ing

4.3.2.2 Filter

When the user decides to click on the information button of the warning icon above

the post, a new screen will open up that offers the user information as well as different

filter options (see Figure 4.12 & 4.13). In the upper right corner of the new screen the

corresponding fitness or body icon is displayed to make it as easy as possible for the

user to identify in which part of the app navigation they currently are. At the top of

the screen a text is displayed that informs the user about the amount of fitness or body

posts they have already seen today and prompts the user to take a break from these

types of content.

The user can reach this setting page also by clicking on one of the icons above each

post, no matter how far the icon is filled up. If the user opens the setting before the

threshold is reached, the text at the top will appear different. For the fitness content:

”Fitness content can be very motivating but also exerts a lot of pressure. How about a

break?” will be displayed, and for the body content: ”Seeing a lot of perfectly posed
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Figure 4.12: Fitness Content Set-

ting

Figure 4.13: Body Content Set-

ting

bodies can lead to unrealistic expectations about your own. How about a break?”.

Underneath the text the user has two options, selectable by slide buttons. This design

is in accordance with other selection options in the Instagram design that uses slide

buttons [52]. The user has the option to activate the ”Body Appreciation Mode”, which

will be explained in the next section (see section 4.3.2.4), or to show less fitness or

body-focused content, depending on which icon the user tapped before (see Figure

4.12 & 4.13). If the user selects one of the content reduction options the respective

content will no longer be shown on the users main feed. The wording ”less” instead of

”no” was selected deliberately due to the fact that only content with a high fitness focus,

like meal preparation or major transformations, or a high body focus, where the shape

of the body is clearly the focus of the image, will be hidden instead of images where

fitness or body appearance is only secondary. This distinction is important so that the

user does not perceive the filtering as too invasive, which may lead to an abandonment

of the filtering feature.
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4.3.2.3 Following Reflection

Underneath the two selection options the user can find a list of accounts they follow,

which were identified as posting the highest amount of fitness or body-focused posts in

the last few months (see Figure 4.12 & 4.13). This feature was developed with regard

to users like Alex (see Figure 4.2) who tend to follow a great amount of accounts out

of curiosity without regularly sorting through their following to delete accounts that

do not bring any benefit. The displayed question ”Does their content really motivate

you/ make you happy?” is aimed to induce a critical reflection about the value these

accounts offer and how they impact the user’s mood. Next to each account’s profile

picture is a remove button to allow the user to immediately remove the account if they

decide to unfollow them. The colour of each remove button was selected in accordance

with the colour determined for the fitness or body content icon, to indicate in which

category the account belongs.

4.3.2.4 Body Appreciation Mode

Another option the user can select is the ”Body Appreciation Mode”. As discussed

in chapter 2 research has shown that even a brief daily interaction with an application

using CBT techniques and positive affirmations can help to reduce body image-related

concerns and increase body satisfaction [1]. If the user selects the mode, additional

posts will be included into the user’s feed, with the title ”Body Appreciation” (see

Figure 4.14).

The body appreciation posts all follow the same design and only the displayed text

varies to allow the user to immediately identify these types of posts when shown, re-

ferring to Nielsen’s fourth and sixth heuristic [70]. This function is especially valuable

for users like Sam (see Figure 4.1) who are already aware of the negative impact social

media has on their body image and who seek easy, but effective countermeasures that

do not require a reduction in their social media consumption. The chosen affirmations

are a compilation of phrases and questions asked during the interaction with the mental

health application GGtude [39] and affirmation recommendations for body image from

the website Beyond Body Image [42].

4.3.3 Alternative & Contrasting Content

Not only has research shown that content which promotes a body positive attitude and

bodies outside of the beauty norm has a positive effect on a person’s body image and
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Figure 4.14: Body Appreciation Mode

body appreciation (eg., [87, 104], but also during the interviews participants mentioned

the positive impact they perceive while seeing authentic and relatable content (see

Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.1). This perception was identified across all interviews and is

therefore relevant for users represented by the persona of Sam (see Figure 4.1) as well

as Alex (see Figure 4.2).

To increase the user’s exposure to authentic and body positive content, account rec-

ommendations were included in the user’s feed underneath the threshold warning. The

recommended accounts still belong to the same content type the user consumes fre-

quently, for example fitness content, but offer a different perspective (see Figure 4.16

& 4.15). The inclusion of the reminder that fitness or beauty comes in many different

shapes and sizes helps to expand the narrow image of fitness and beauty constructed

by today’s society and offers a more authentic content to the users. Furthermore, these

recommendations may introduce new and inspiring accounts for users like Sam (see

Figure 4.1) who already actively follow more diverse accounts.

The design of the shown recommendation was inspired by a feature Instagram
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recently introduced to recommend videos, so-called Reels [55], in between a user’s

main feed in the form of three posts next to each other (see Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.15: Contrasting Fitness

Account Recommendation

Figure 4.16: Contrasting Beauty/

Body Account Recommendation

4.3.4 Recommendation Page

As discussed in the introduction and supported by the findings of the user interviews,

the explore page of Instagram bears a certain risk to expose the user to unwanted

content. Especially users who inspired the persona of Alex (see Figure 4.2) tend to

visit the recommendation page out of boredom. These users also indicated that most

of the recommended content was content they do not enjoy, however they also do not

use options like ”not interested” to avoid a re-recommendation of similar posts (see

Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.3). Therefore, the previously explained filtering option to

reduce body or fitness content has also been implemented in the overview screen of

the explore page (see Figure 4.17). By selecting the options, content with high fitness
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or body focus will be excluded from the recommendations. If the user decides to click

on a recommendation and scroll through the shown posts, the previously introduced

count feature will be shown as well (see section 4.3.2.1). Furthermore, a third selection

option was included. The third button allows the user to exclude all recommendations

with product placement or other sale initiatives. This feature was developed based

on statements of several participants that advertisements and product placements was

content they dislike the most and wished would be blocked (see Chapter 3, section

3.2.3.2). This feature goes against Instagram’s focus on being a marketplace for a

variety of products and its recent aspiration to shift into becoming a video and shopping

platform [85]. However, the feature has been included deliberately to provoke and

criticise this new direction and emphasize that Instagram has clearly not taken its users

interests and opinions into consideration while making this decision.

Figure 4.17: Explore Tab with

Filter-Option

Figure 4.18: New Reel

Suggestion-Feature on Insta-

gram. Screenshot was taken of

the researchers private account.

A clickable demo version of the prototype can be found under the following Figma

link: https://bit.ly/3je5KpJ
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Discussion

5.1 Evaluation

5.1.1 Study Design

To evaluate the prototype design and its usefulness a short usability test was conducted.

Due to the finding of the initial interviews that particularly women perceive social me-

dia as dangerous and harming for their own body image (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.3.1)

three women were asked through Whatsapp or Teams to participate in the evaluation.

Two participants were already part of the interview study. All participants were be-

tween the ages of 18 and 29. Two participants were from the United Kingdom and

identified as White, and one participant was from China and identified as Asian. Prior

to the interaction, participants were asked to describe the beauty ideal they perceive as

being presented in the media according to their culture and the society they grew up in.

Following, participants were asked to state how they perceive themselves according to

this standard and how they feel about the way they look. After the initial questions

participants were asked to interact with the prototype while carrying out the following

three tasks:

1. Instagram recently released a new feature designed to foster a better experience

and incentivise a more aware and critical reflection of the content their users see.

Please make yourself familiar with the new layout and scroll through your feed.

Can you find any information about fitness or body related content?

2. Try to customize your feed and regulate what content you are shown. What

options do you find?

58
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3. Please have a closer look at your feed now. Is there anything that interests you?

Any suggestions or recommendations that you notice?

While interacting with the prototype the participants were asked to verbalize every-

thing that came to their mind, such as thoughts or impressions, through the thinkaloud

method [84]. The thinkaloud method is an easy usability testing method that allows de-

signers and researchers to collect fast and insightful feedback on products and designs,

even in early development stages [69].

After the interaction, participants were asked to give general feedback about their

experience, as well as report what they liked or disliked and if they think the prototype

was useful. Finally, the participants were asked if they would use the features of the

prototype themselves if they would be implemented on Instagram. All evaluations

were conducted in English.

5.1.2 Results

Due to the limited amount of time provided for the completion of a Master’s disser-

tation, a detailed content analysis was not carried out. Instead, the most important

statements regarding the prototype design and its usability were summarized.

5.1.2.1 Navigation and Usability

All three participants immediately noticed the new icon above the fitness or body re-

lated posts. Two participants also realized the similarity of the icons with the icons

displayed in the story elements, making the connection that posts where the fitness

icon was included were marked as fitness related content and posts with the body icon

were marked as body related:

P1: ”Okay, so because I’m quite familiar with Instagram, I notice that
this icon here and this icon down here are new. I can sort of see from the
stories that it’s the same icon here, and it’s the same icon here, so I would
maybe click on this first to see what pops up.”
...
”I wouldn’t have necessarily... In my head marked this as thinspiration
(Body focused), unless I’d seen this little body icon at the top. So that does
kind of changes how I think about it. I appreciate it as a nice image, but
I’m also sort of recognising because of that icon.”

The reason for content to be categorised as fitness content was clear. However, the

participants struggled to understand the exact meaning of the body icon and the criteria

for a post to be categorized as body-focused:
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P3: ”I can see this content also comes with a little icon, which is similar
with the earlier one, but as far as I see this picture of her body is not quite
similar with the previous one. So I’m confused about this icon a little bit.”

All participants realised that they can click on the icon above each post and understood

the filtering option provided on the next screen (see Figure 4.12 & 4.13). The mean-

ing of the body appreciation mode feature was not immediately clear, however after

selecting the mode and returning to the main feed the functionality became obvious:

P1: ”What does that changes? Okay. Oh so it’s added stuff. That’s
nice, so there’s still Um, I’m still seeing content, but it’s got almost like
sponsored post. It’s got some little posts in between. That’s cute, I like
that.”

In contrast to what other research has shown (cf. [1, 79] one participant indicated that

they do not perceive the positive affirmations as helpful and they would not make a

difference to their own perception:

P2: ”Yeah, I thought I would find the sort of quotes not going to make
much of a difference to my actual body image, but I think that this, this
woman and that kind of content (diverse body representation) is going to
be better. Interesting there because I think I opted to not see as much body
content. But I’ve just got more quotes on my feed now. Yeah, I guess I
feel like the quotes don’t make me feel better about how skinny some of the
people are.”

This different perception to what other studies discovered may be explained by the

fact that participants of the mentioned studies used positive affirmations over a longer

period of time and that a short exposure during the usability-test was not enough for

the participant to perceive a positive impact.

Furthermore, all three participants mentioned that they liked the removal recom-

mendation of highly fitness or body focused accounts (see Figure 4.12 & 4.13), in-

cluding the prompted question if these accounts really motivated them or made them

happy:

P2: ”Yeah, I think it was good. I did like the element where is saying you
know how you’re following these people today. Like do they add anything
to you kind of thing? I did think that was quite a good thing, just like
having the app raises that to you and make you think about it.”

Especially the option to either choose between a less permanent reduction of the shown

content without completely removing the account or make the more permanent deci-

sion to actually remove the account, was perceived as helpful:
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P3: ”Yeah, that sounds reasonable. I would want to reduce this, but not
totally, unfollow them, yeah? But I’m glad that there is options. Maybe
I would want to unfollow somebody if I constantly see one instagrammer
posting a lot of similar stuff.”

Contradictory to what has been said in the interviews, only one participant tapped

on the story element right at the beginning of the interaction (cf. Chapter 3, section

3.2.3.2) and one participant did not click on the story element on its own at all, but

only after the interaction task was over and the researcher pointed the participant to the

function. The stories were perceived as interesting and one participant mentioned that

they would definitely pause to read the text and look at the example images:

P1: ”I’m definitely... like I would read the information here, because it’s
large and there’s not a lot of it, so I think I would definitely absorb this
information.”
...
”This is definitely the sort of thing where if the story was timing out and if
it was moving, I would pause on it and probably spend some time looking
at the images.”

On participant also recognized the information button at the bottom of the story and

immediately made the connection to the new Covid-19 information button of Insta-

gram:

P1: ”I know what this kind of pop up is, because of having seen it on like
content in vaccination related stuff. So seeing that there, I would think that
it is trusted information and that it will take me somewhere where I can get
more trusted information. If I was concerned about that, so that’s good to
see. ”

However, one participant perceived the content shown in the stories as unnecessary and

not helpful, because they are already aware of this information and said that it does not

offer any new perspectives:

P2: ”Yeah, the stories. Again, it was the same issue like all of the stuff
you see it all the time on social media. You, like, you know, the stuff and
practice, but that doesn’t mean anything really. You just see it like seeing
a perfect body and then seeing a page again. It’s fine, not everyone looks
like that. Like it doesn’t make a difference really. Or like, at least for
myself, it doesn’t help.”

All participants perceived the warning feature as soon as the fitness/ body threshold

was reached. However, only one participant immediately realized that the icon above

each post indicates how many posts of a certain type of content have already been seen.
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They mentioned that they find this feature very interesting and would like to receive

more information about how the threshold is set:

P1: ” I’m noticing that the little, as I go on, the little icon is filling up. So
I guess that’s how much I’m absorbing, how much I’m looking at in my
feed. That’s good.”
...
”I was thinking why is it eight post that I’m only allowed to see in one
session. Is that like something that the people who created the app have
decided? Is like they’ve done some, I don’t know, some psychological peer
review tests or something and they said like it causes enough in a one hour
period or a 20 minute period?”

Two out of the three participants found the contrasting account recommendations and

stated that they enjoy this feature and would like to see more diversity within their

feed:

P1: ”The suggestions of the different user profiles to follow was worded
where it said: ’we’ve noticed you’re following a lot of this content. Bodies
come in lots of different shapes and sizes, therefore have you seen these
people...’ like I felt that was a nice prompt done in a way that I found
helpful.”

P3: ”Oh, it looks great. I like what you put in here. I think it’s great to see
something else. Because it’s focused on the fitness and where people are
trying to get healthy, but without just meet some common requirements for
women. Great, I love to see some variety in here.”

5.1.2.2 General Impression & Usefulness

Interestingly, the received feedback regarding the usability and usefulness of the pro-

totype turned out very differently. The first and the last participant stated that they

enjoyed the design of the prototype and that they perceived its features and options as

helpful and educating, without being too patronizing:

P1: ”I really like it. I think these sort of changes are additions. That it’s
changes made to the general Instagram app are minimal, which is nice. I
still feel like I’m on Instagram, just with these little added things. They’re
not too obtrusive. Especially the icons on the post themselves that fill up.
I think they look really good and they look like they’re part of Instagram
as well.”
...
”I thought it was good as well, that it was in no way shaming the users or
the pictures that I was seeing being: ’like this is harmful or something’.”
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They stated that they would definitely use this feature and that it would help them to

obtain a better body image and have a better social media experience. Especially the

third participant mentioned that the display of perfect and slim bodies on social media

affects them negatively and that the prototype would help them obtain a more diverse

feed:

P3: ”It is really good, I think what you are trying to build here and I really
would love to see these features all get into the real Instagram because
yeah, I really think of those perfect pictures.”
...
”I really love what you’re trying to do and I think it would bring a great
atmosphere to our social media because people are always trying to make
big compliments for those skinny bodies and a lot of people like including
me aware what kind of pictures would get most likes from people so it’s
really bad. And I think we need very loud and clear words in around
the social media to remind us constantly, yeah. I think the filter and the
recommendations are really good for me. I’m definitely going to use it if
they are in the Instagram.”

The second participant, however, did not think that the prototype solves the actual

problem of seeing unrealistic bodies and pressuring users to look a certain way:

P2: ”Yeah I guess a lot of it is not actually dealing with the issue of com-
paring your body because it’s not always about just having less fitness
influencers, also just people looking effortlessly teeny tiny.”

This participant explained that if they do not want to see certain types of content they

just do not follow these accounts. The educational information in the stories just ad-

ditionally confronts users with content they might not want to see. Furthermore, the

option to blend out certain context forces the user to constantly think about their body

image and if this content make them feel bad, which is perceived as problematic by the

participant:

P2: ”Yeah because it’s you have to make that conscious decision and then
in a way it almost feels like a bigger deal because you’re constantly having
to decide it when you go on the app. Like, Okay, I feel like you almost
affirming yourself: ’now I’ve got a bad body image today so I don’t wanna
see perfect bodies’. Like where is obviously if you don’t follow them like
you haven’t, you don’t have to have that conversation with yourself.”

This participant would not use the feature, because they do not see a benefit for their

own social media usage, but think it may be helpful for others:

”I guess maybe, I think obviously depends on how you use Instagram or
how use social media. So I think yeah, like it could be helpful for some
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people, but I know for myself it is much easier to just go offline rather than
turn it on and off.”

In summary, the feedback towards the prototype was very diverse. In general, the

navigation was clear and almost all features were found. As intended, the participants

indicated that they perceive the prototype as very similar to Instagram and that this

ensured an easy and intuitive navigation. The included features were not perceived as

intrusive or patronizing. At the beginning of the evaluation, the meaning of the body

count feature was slightly confusing for one participant, but after further interaction the

meaning became clear. Furthermore, the sorting of what content falls into the category

of body-focused was not clear and needs explanation prior to usage.

The feedback of the second participant during the usability-testing indicates that

the prototype might not be helpful for users who are already very aware of what con-

tent triggers them and only follow accounts they know makes them feel good. This

usage behaviour is very similar to the behaviour of users represented by the persona of

Sam (see Figure 4.1). It is worth noticing that participant two did not find the contrast-

ing account recommendations, which might be a useful addition even for users who

already have a very reflective and selected following list. However, it appears that the

prototype will be helpful for users like participant three, who sees a lot of body and

appearance focused imagery and who struggles to avoid this content and find more

diverse and inclusive accounts. Therefore, it is likely that the prototype may help users

who are represented by the persona of Alex (see Figure 4.2) to avoid harmful content

and create a more positive and inspiring social media atmosphere.

These very different perspectives highlight the importance of a pluralistic design

approach [6] and the recognition of different user needs as discussed in chapter 1. Es-

pecially, the gender differences that emerged during the interview analysis (see Chap-

ter 3, section 3.2.3.1) emphasize the importance of a feminist perspective during the

development of services and products as explained by Bardzell [6]. This ensures the

consideration of the needs of a variety of different users and not one generalized user

type. Furthermore, the results highlight that also for social media applications a one-

size-fits-all approach is not appropriate. Body image in particular is a highly subjective

and complex phenomenon and every user is at a different part of their body image and

mental health journey.

Therefore, an approach that combines the proposed social media features with the

option to personalize what will be included on the user’s social media feed, based on

what is perceived as beneficial, may be fruitful.
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5.2 Conclusion

The presented study and evaluation helped greatly to understand and answer the pre-

viously formulated research questions (see Chapter 1). In general, it can be said that

social media platforms like Instagram offer a variety of advantages for their users, such

as the ability to easy connect and share information with friends. Social media also

gives a voice to marginalized and overlooked groups and offers a platform to promote

their content and views, independent of traditional media channels like television. It

was shown in the interview study that users especially enjoy these type of authentic

content that portray real people and tells their stories, unlike the homogeneous beauty

and lifestyle content that can be found in traditional media.

However, this content can be difficult to find, due to the fact that the most followed

and successful influencers and Instagram accounts predominately post images that re-

flect the very narrow beauty ideal of today’s society [14]. Furthermore, Instagram’s

strive to be a marketplace rather than an image sharing platform [85] favours beauty

content that tries to sell products and preys on its users insecurities. However, as illus-

trated through the interviews, this type of content is perceived most negatively and is

responsible for the development of body image issues and dissatisfaction (see Chapter

3, section 3.2.2.4). Furthermore, the ambivalent attitude towards fitness content (see

Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.2) may bring the user in the dangerous situation of following

accounts that have a negative influence and harmful impact on their body perception.

The outcome of the user study aligns with findings from previous research about the

risks of the promotion of unrealistic and unattainable bodies on social media (e.g., [78,

48, 13]). The interviews also supported the finding that the exposure to fitness content

does not have an impact on the consumer’s actual exercise behaviour [78] (see Chapter

3, section 3.2.2.2). Furthermore, as hypothesized in chapter 1 the recommendation

page does show content that the user does not enjoy and therefore bears the risk of

exposing them to triggering content (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.3). On the contrary,

the hypothesised negative impact of false body positivity has not been supported by the

interviews (see Chapter 1). Statements made by the participants that mentioned body

positivity content were wholly positive and were perceived as helpful for the user’s own

body satisfaction (see Chapter 3, section 3.2.2.1). One possible explanation for this

finding might be the less critical evaluation of body positivity posts by the participants.

The general claim to love your body and be positive about your appearance might be

already enough for the interviewed users to perceive a post as less harming and instead
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inspiring. Furthermore, all participants of the original interview study indicated to be

white Europeans. Marginalized groups or cultures with different beauty ideals might

have a different perspective on body positivity content that still displays the beauty

ideal of the western society.

The prototype developed based on the above findings offers features that help users

to become more aware of what type of posts might be harmful and provide some relieve

from the exposure to content that is considered dangerous towards body image. For

people suffering from the negative impact caused by social media content the prototype

offers an alternative to a simple removal of the application. Many participants stated

that especially the connection with friends, but also the fear of missing out keeps them

on these platforms. Therefore, the prototype provides a balance that enables users to

interact with social media applications in a less harmful way by avoiding potentially

triggering content and by fostering a diverse and inspirational atmosphere. Further-

more, the usability evaluation showed that the proposed features are beneficial for

some users and may provide support to overcome the negative body image evoked by

social media.

5.3 Limitations

Due to the limited amount of time available for the execution of a Master’s disser-

tation only a small sample size of user interviews was conducted. Furthermore, all

participants of the initial interview study indicated to come from a white European

background which offers very limited variability among the participants’ cultural ex-

periences. However, social media applications like Instagram are used worldwide in

many different countries [27] and body image development is highly influenced by

culture and the society a person grows up in [5]. Therefore, the user sample and the

size of the presented study only reflect a small portion of the entirety of social media

users. It is important to not generalize the findings of this study onto all types of social

media users, but to recognize the findings as an inspiration for future research with

users from different backgrounds.

Furthermore, the short time frame only allowed for a cross sectional usability eval-

uation. The focus of the usability test was directed towards the general impression

and the understanding of the prototype features. Participants were asked to describe

if they perceive the prototype as a useful intervention for body image issues caused

by social media. However, to determine if the prototype actually helps to reduce or
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overcome body image concerns connected to social media it needs to be evaluated in

a longitudinal study with a regular prototype interaction. Especially the effectiveness

of the ”body appreciation” feature, which was implemented with regard to findings of

longitudinal studies exposing participants to positive affirmations over the duration of

several weeks [1, 79] requires additional evaluation to determine its usefulness.

Additionally, the proposed design improvements were only implemented in a social

media prototype, but not in a real application like Instagram. Therefore, the posts

the participants saw during the interaction were only examples and not taken from

accounts the participants actually follow and see on a day to day basis. However, the

impact social media has on body image is highly dependent on what the user consumes.

An evaluation of the design suggestions implemented in a real social media platform

and integrated in the user’s daily life is therefore crucial to estimate their true value.

5.4 Future Work

In addition to the above mentioned longitudinal study, future work could evaluate the

impact of the prototype on the user’s body image by conducting quantitative analysis

that uses questionnaires like the body image disturbance questionnaire [17] to get a

better understanding of how the interaction with the prototype changes these variables.

Future work could also focus on the improvement and personalisation of the de-

sign suggestions. Especially, the body count feature which offers many possibilities

for further research. As indicated by a participant during the prototype evaluation,

a personalized post limit based on the users tolerance level or previous body image

issues could be developed:

P1: ”Some psychological peer review tests or something and they said like
it courses enough in a one hour period or a 20 minute period. Whether
there would be any Flexibility in that and I genuinely don’t know what.
Whether that’s helpful, but like I said, as somebody who doesn’t thank-
fully suffer from any kind of current active eating disorders, or like body
confident stuff, could I have tolerated more than than somebody who is?”

Previous research showed that factors such as internalization of the thin-ideal can lower

the viewer’s body appreciation when exposed to imagery of thin women [92]. There-

fore, future research could evaluate after what amount of exposure to certain social

media imagery the body image disturbance increases significantly under moderation

of different characteristics like thin-ideal internalisation or eating disorders. Based on

these findings, limit recommendations could be proposed and included in the prototype
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to give users an indication of what limit might be appropriate based on their personal

circumstances.

Lastly, the contradictory attitude towards fitness content is a phenomenon that re-

quires further attention. In future research, qualitative analysis could be conducted

with a clear focus on the consumption and following of fitness content. Interviews

could be used to explore what benefit users perceive from following this content and

why users also follow fitness influencers who make them feel insufficient. The investi-

gation of cognitive processes involved in this conflict of being inspired and rewarded,

versus feeling insufficient and envious, might offer interesting insights into the users’

online behaviour and reasons for following certain accounts. These findings could help

to further improve the online experience by disclosing ways to display ambivalent con-

tent in the least harmful way.

In summary, the present project contributes to the extension of the existing body

of research in the field of social media influence on body image and mental health, by

providing novel and insightful findings from the user research conducted. The study

fills the gap of findings from qualitative research in this area by placing the perception

and experience of the user in the center of attention. Furthermore, the developed design

suggestions for social media applications to counteract the negative impact on body

image were shown to be fruitful and are hoped to serve as an inspiration for future

social media applications that aim to provide a positive and inspiring user experience.
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Demographic Questionnaire

* Erforderlich

Which category below includes your age? * 1.

18-24

25-29

30-34

Which country are you from? * 2.

 

What is your gender? * 3.

Woman

Man

Non-binary

Prefer not to say
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Please select the ethnic group with which you identify: * 4.

White

Black

Asian

Mixed

Other ethnic group

Prefer not to say

Never Monthly Weekly
Once a

day

Several
times a

day
Once an

hour

Several
times an

hour

Instagram

Facebook

TikTok

Youtube

WeChat

Snapchat

Twitter

Other

Please select which of the following social media applications you use and 
how often you interact with them: * 

5.
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If you selected "other", please specify:6.

 

Never Monthly Weekly
Once a

day

Several
times a

day
Once an

hour

Several
times an

hour

Instagram

Facebook

TikTok

Youtube

WeChat

Twitter

Snapchat

Other

Please indicate how often you post content on the following platforms: * 7.

If you selected "other", please specify:8.
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A.2 Interview Questions

Introduction

Hello xx, thank you very much for your participation in this interview study. I am con-

ducting the study as part of my Master’s thesis in Design Informatics at the University

of Edinburgh. As I already explained during the recruitment, I’m trying to understand

how users perceive the content they see on Instagram and how the content influences

a users perception of themselves. As stated in the PIS every interview will be tran-

scribed and anonymised. During he interview, please let me know if you want to skip

a question, if you need more time to think or if you would like to take a break. You

can also stop the interview at anytime if you want.

Warm-up Questions & Social Media Behaviour

1. What social media platforms do you use?

2. Which one do you use the most and how often?

3. Do you post content yourself?

If yes -

(a) When?

(b) About what?

(c) Think about your last post: What kind of criteria does a photo/video/post

have to meet for you to post it?

(d) Can you think of a situation where a photo/video/post met all these criteria

but you still decided not to post it and why?

If No -

(a) Why not? What is stopping you?

Exposure to Social Media Content

1. Think about the last time you opened Instagram. What kind of content do you

get shown the most? From friends, people you follow and recommendations?

(Fashion, sport, food, travel, photos of friends etc.)
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2. What kind of people/ accounts do you follow?

3. How do you feel/what do you think when you are shown this content?

4. Do you like what you see?

5. Does the content match your interests? How accurate/appropriate are the recom-

mendations?

Perception of of Social Media

1. Can you think of a situation where you got angry/upset about what you were

shown?

2. Did you ever ”reported” content or marked it as ”not interested”?

(a) What kind of content was it?

(b) How did it make you feel?

(c) Why did it upset/ annoy you?

3. Have you ever deleted a social media app or taken a few days ”off”? And why?

4. Can you think of something that you would like to change about the content/ the

app in general that would make you feel more comfortable while using it or that

would improve the experience? (Include a feature, Delete a feature, etc.)

5. Now think of posts and content that you enjoy. What kind of content do you

like?

6. Can you think of a certain type of content you would like to see more often?

(a) What do you like about this content?

(b) How does it make you feel?

Influence of Social Media

1. Can you think of a situation where you thought about a post after you closed the

app? A post that influenced one of your decisions during your everyday life?

(positive as well as negative)

(a) Please describe the situation and the post
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2. Do you think social media has an influence on your own perception of yourself

and your body?

If yes -

(a) Which posts have a positive influence?

i. Why? What about the content evokes the positive influence?

(b) Which posts have a negative influence?

i. Why? What about the content evokes the negative influence?

3. Final Question: What do you think is the best thing about social media? What

makes it valuable?
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Evaluation Study

* Erforderlich

Which category below includes your age? * 1.

18-24

25-29

30-34

Which country are you from? * 2.

 

What is your gender? * 3.

Woman

Man

Non-binary

Prefer not to say
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Please select the ethnic group with which you identify: * 4.

White

Black

Asian

Mixed

Other ethnic group

Prefer not to say

Never Monthly Weekly
Once a

day

Several
times a

day
Once an

hour

Several
times an

hour

Instagram

Facebook

TikTok

Youtube

WeChat

Snapchat

Twitter

Other

Please select which of the following social media applications you use and 
how often you interact with them: * 

5.
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Microsoft Forms

If you selected "other", please specify:6.
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Appendix - Image Sources: Prototype

Design

Creative Common

• ”Miami Fitness TV-46” by MiamiFitnessTV is licensed with CC BY-NC 2.0.

url: https://search.creativecommons.org/photos/5e74784b-6dcd-4b39-b1db-ef2ac5fdcdd7

Pexels

• Besides the image stated above, all images for the prototype were taken from

Pexels

License: Free for non-commercial use

url: https://www.pexels.com

Flaticon

• All icons used in the prototype design were taken from Flaticon

License: Free for non-commercial use

url: https://www.flaticon.com
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